Women
Rape is no fun for victims

Have you ever read one of those books with pictures on the cover of a man and woman locked in some form of a passionate embrace? Chances are good the title was something like, "Flames of Desire" or "Burning Passions." And inside that intriguing cover was the story of a "young, noble" virgin raped by the "handsome, virile" stud. But of course, after the first initial moments of the rape, Virgin is "overcome" by her "wild, hidden passions" and "succumbs" to the "masterful desires" of Stud and they live erotically ever after.

I've read those books too. I've also seen the movies and watched the soap operas. Such stories make entertaining fiction. But that's about it. Fiction.

Early last week, I read an article which said every woman has a one in ten chance of being raped in her lifetime. Thinking that was pretty awful, I read the sentence out loud to some guys in the immediate vicinity. "One in ten gets raped, but one in five enjoys it," remarked one male.

I thought he was kidding. "He's right," said another. "They do.

They weren't kidding. They believed it.

I was horrified. These guys are not usually chauvinistic or conceited. They normally treat women with respect and courtesy.

"How can you say that one in five women likes to get beat up and raped?" I asked.

"They don't all get beat up. What about the girl that brings a guy home from a bar and then cries rape?"

What he was referring to is "date rape." Date rape is the term for it. The victim "must have led him on" or maybe "she's trying to get him" for some reason.

If a girl meets a guy at Bruiser's or the Point Club and he invites her back to his place for a pizza, but instead he rapes her, did she "want it?" Chances are good all she wanted was pepperoni and mushrooms.

How about the girl who's been having sex with her boyfriend for some time. One night he's drunk, she says "no" and so he rapes her. Did she ask for it? Is it her "duty" to have sex because she wants to?

In a survey of 3,082 college women by Society Magazine, 30.2 percent said they had engaged in foreplay and 8.2 percent said they had intercourse because their partners had used some degree of physical force. Six percent said they had been raped.

In a similar survey, this one using males, Newsweek reported subjects often "never considered themselves raped if they forced a girl to have sex at the end of a date." Said one male participant, "The whole time I'm thinking she expects to have sex. I'd be a wimp if I let her get away.

They myth that women look for, or secretly want, to be raped is just that. A myth.

Harper's Magazine said rape "is not a sexual crime. It's a crime of violence like a mugging or battery and has its roots...in hostility and hatred of women." Few people, men or women, secretly enjoy being mugged or battered.

There is, of course, the age-old argument that when a girl says "no" she really means "yes" or at least "maybe." Many claim there is a fine line between seduction and rape.

I disagree. When a man has to use physical force or verbal threats to get a woman to have sex, the fact that she meant NO should be more than apparent. And while statistics indicate that date rapes are often less brutal than those committed by...
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Discussion on Chile

To the Editor:

On September 11, 1973, Dr. Salvador Allende Gusen, the democratically elected president of Chile, was overthrown by a U.S.-backed military coup. For the last eleven years Chile has been ruled by the dictator Pinochet.

In 1963 and 1964 Allende, a member of the Socialist Party in Chile, had unsuccessfully run for president. An American business group led by executives from International Telephone and Telegraph Company (ITT), PepsiCo, and Anaconda Copper, gave money to opposition candidates. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) cooperated with the business group and itself provided $30 million for election activities in 1963-64. The U.S. was primarily concerned with its heavy investment in Chilean industries, copper production alone resting 80 percent in American hands. Would Allende change this?

Between 1964 and 1969 twenty covert operations were initiated inside Chile by the CIA. $45 thousand went toward slandering efforts against Allende's Popular Unity coalition before the September 6, 1970 election. The editor of the El Mercurio newspaper acted as the contact for the U.S. covert money.

ITT was able to enlist the CIA station inside the American embassy to pass its money to the opposition. After the Allende victory, money continued to flow through the El Mercurio editor, who also had become a PepsiCo vice president. The day after President Nixon met with the head of PepsiCo on September 14, he ordered the CIA to do what was necessary to bring down Allende, with a $10 million budget.

Top agents were sent into Chile to find right-wing military officers willing to stage a coup and to provide them money. ITT offered one million dollars toward that end. The CIA station had large sums of money on hand. It gave guns and money to groups planning the assassination of Allende's loyal military commander. Money also went to paramilitary groups, media and labor unions.

If you find facts like these of interest, just visit a meeting of the Committee on Latin America. General discussions are held every Tuesday from 7:30-8:30 p.m. in the U.C.

KENNETH L. HAMMOND

Support needed

To the Editor:

Hockey? Since when?

Since 1981, 'that's when. And although the sport has existed in Stevens Point in the physical sense for the last three years, we certainly have the facilities and the interest for a much more diversified and interesting program. It is my opinion that the support shown for this great North American sport in Stevens Point and on the UWSP campus leaves a lot to be desired.

Sure the UWSP men's ice hockey team is supported by the university, but what about the men and women on campus and in the Stevens Point area who would like to play hockey in an over 18-year-old league? Nothing. That's what.

Since the opening of the beautiful K.B. Willett Arena in late 1981, there has been only one such league. II only lasted one season, but was the most fun I've ever had in Stevens Point. The efforts expended last year by the few of us who care about such an enjoyable sport were fruitless. We received almost no support from the management at the K.B. Willett Arena, very little interest from area business leaders for sponsorship, and worst of all—we couldn't even gain the support of the individuals who were interested in playing on a part-time basis.

This year is not going to slip by without some changes in the ice hockey atmosphere in Stevens Point. I know you're out there, and whether you haven't stationed in years or consider yourself Olympic material, all are welcome. The 1984-85 hockey season will not be as lame as last year's. Supporters will be helping the cause this year, and a full new K.B. Willett Arena will be played at the K.B. Willett Arena. Watch for general meeting times and other information in the Pointer.

Daniel Reilly

Stop vandalism

Letter to the Pointer:

It's started again! Last week, as I walked to work one morning, I suddenly noticed that something on campus had changed. It is starting to look like it did in May—before the majority of the students left town. Trash and litter are scattered all over campus.

As a summer school student, let me assure all of you who may think otherwise, this campus can be very attractive and well-kept. Ask anyone who was here all summer. The summer grounds crews worked long, hard hours keeping the lawns and flower beds looking their best. And don't think there weren't any people around to mess things up. We had literally hundreds, sometimes thousands, of people here for weeks at a time: Special Olympics, Methodist Convention, Suzuki for three weeks in a row, Square Dancers and more.

So what's the difference between then and us? Age can't be the reason. The Suzuki and Special Olympics people were mostly young people. The Methodists and Square Dancers were mostly older than us. It must be our attitude. But why would they be more concerned about keeping our home clean than we are? I'd like to remind you, this is your home for nine months of the year. Do you go around your parent's home throwing trash wherever you happen to be at the time?

Standing in front of Steiner, towards Debot, you can see at least five garbage cans with almost no walking distance. Yet, the lawns from Watson to Collins are the most littered areas on campus. Hardee's cups and hamburger containers, Rocky's pizza boxes and cups, and plastic straws are the most prevalent items seen on the ground. Just look around and notice sometime.

Cont. p. 18

mail
Gruszynski promises to take a stand on issues

"When you’re in the Legislature you’re looked to by people for leadership and that means taking stands on issues and not simply waiting for other people to do it."

By Chris Celichowski

Stan Gruszynski has never let adversity deter him. So when he narrowly lost to Rep. Bill Horvath in last year’s fight for Sen. David Hecht’s late-vacated 71st Assembly District seat, he decided to do something about it. Last week Gruszynski defeated incumbent Horvath in the district’s Democratic primary, virtually assuring him a place as the 71st District’s representative.

Gruszynski won’t “officially” become our newest representative in the Nov. 6 general election, but the lack of a Republican opponent virtually guarantees him the seat in Madison.

Gruszynski’s hard-fought battle against Horvath brought to fruition concepts of good, progressive government that he had grown to appreciate as a politically active student at Ashland’s Northland College. In addition to directing the Young Democrats, the student association, and helping in U.S. Rep. David Obey’s first campaign, Gruszynski opposed Project Sanguine which is still a politically sensitive issue as Project ELF.

“We were involved in other things as well,” Gruszynski told the Pointer in a recent interview. “Of course, those were the years of the Vietnam War so the whole student body was active politically.”

Gruszynski returned to his family’s rural Marinette County farm after graduating, and also took on construction jobs because jobs were hard to come by. But the political bug got under his skin, and when it bit he reacted by getting involved with the Northern Wisconsin College Union and the Wisconsin Community Action Program. NEWCAP provided a means on wheels program for legal and financial assistance to migrant families, and a Head Start program.

After serving with NEWCAP for a year, Gruszynski had become familiar with social problems which he had not seen while growing up. When President Richard Nixon took office he was determined to deal with this and similar programs, deeming them unnecessary, Gruszynski said. But the issue had more political appeal. Democrat Fr. Robert Cornell, a political science teacher at St. Norbert College, was set to square off against Republican Harold Froehlich in the 1970 U.S. Congress.

“Froehlich was bashing all of Nixon’s programs, which surprised me, because I thought the president might be too distant from these local concerns but surely your congressman would see the need for them,” Gruszynski reminisced. However, Gruszynski’s efforts could not help Cornell in the conservative 8th Congressional District as voters sent Froehlich to Washington with a margin of victory of less than one percent.

As a life-long resident of Marinette County, Gruszynski was surprised to find Froehlich had carried his county by 1,500 votes, a margin which—if reversed—could have turned the election in Cornell’s favor.

“That was another shock for me,” he noted. “Most people think they can’t have an impact on the political process and here I was a life-long resident of Marinette County and realizing that I could have an impact on the political process.”

Gruszynski bounced back to head Cornell’s victorious campaign for Congress in 1974 and became the newly-elected Congresswoman’s home secretary after the election. His political experience grew and in 1978 he began a two-year stint in Wisconsin’s Senate as the staff director of the Democratic Caucus. From there he joined the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, a federal program designed to refurbish decaying neighborhoods across rural and urban America.

The NRC, through various studies, found that persons living in Watts and other urban areas burned during unrest in the 1960s had destroyed their neighborhoods out of frustration. Unsympathetic banks were unwilling to invest money in those areas for revitalization, so the federal government created an NRC subsidiary, the Urban Task Force.

“It was an attempt to see if you couldn’t bring about revitalization in neighborhoods that were not simply waiting for something, but beginning to show signs of deterioration, by bringing people together to work collectively to build a consensus, create a partnership, and stabilize the neighborhood by stabilizing the housing market,” according to Gruszynski.

During the recent campaign, Gruszynski repeatedly attacked Horvath for keeping his position with the National Association of Conservation Districts while in office. Gruszynski has maintained his ties to the NRC but will give up his present position, as promised, when he assumes his duties next year.

Gruszynski admitted that the two-job issue may have stuck in the minds of voters because Horvath, despite developing an able legislative record, failed to keep in contact with voters back home.

“The people expect you to be back—meeting with them, holding public forums and public meetings, getting out and around the district to hear what they have to say,” he noted. “This is a very progressive, politically active county.”

Ground water contamination, particularly from the insecticide aldicarb, remained a major issue in the district during the campaign. Gruszynski called for a moratorium on aldicarb use because recently enacted ground water legislation allowed the continued use of the chemical, which is still turning up in Central Wisconsin well samples. Horvath, who had helped steer the current ground water bill through the Legislature, refused to endorse a moratorium because he wanted to see federal studies on the chemical completed, according to Gruszynski.

“My argument was with the Reagan administration, and its track record where environmental concerns are involved. I don’t want to wait around for them (Reagan administration) to get involved,” he contended.

Soil erosion protection, in the form of tax credits, would also benefit farmers in the area, according to Gruszynski, because it would encourage them to establish windbreaks and other anti-erosion measures to protect valuable top soil.

Gruszynski also noted the state’s plant closing laws needed strengthening to prevent what happened to local workers formerly employed at Bake Rite Industries.

Continued p. 31

Vandalism here a costly problem

By Carol Dieter

Is vandalism really that low on the UWSP campus? In a Pointer interview last week, Protective Services Officer Bill Baueh said he felt the amount of vandalism on campus was not as bad as on other campuses.

“Within days, without any notice, people were out of work, out of benefits, out of pensions, out of health insurance and that just isn’t right,” he asserted. “The purpose of plant closing laws is to provide an adequate time for an adjustment period so that people can find other work or get to other services.”

Gruszynski was eager to make his positions known on education issues of concern to both faculty and students. He said faculty salaries here should be raised to erase the disparity between their paychecks and those of UW-Madison faculty.

“It’s an important issue because many faculty feel they have been abused,” he noted.

Gruszynski said the Legislature should handle the faculty compensation issue during the next session while public interest in the problem remains high. Gruszynski committed himself to keeping student tuition at the current 27.5 percent share of actual costs, but admitted lower.

Unfortunately, two days before the article was printed, a flower bed between Roehl Hall and Smith Hall was completely destroyed. Many trees on campus are also damaged due to vandals which may seem relatively minor (such as pulling leaves off damage because it goes unreported. In reference to the vandalized flower bed Robin explained, “I didn’t report it because I’d have to give the flowers’ monetary value, which I

Cont. p. 9
Selling boozie at parties profitable — for police

By Rick Kaufman

"Any person who sells, or pos- sesses with intent to sell, intoxicating liquor and who does not hold the proper license or permit shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than $250 nor more than $1,000 plus costs or impris- oned in the county jail for not less than three months nor more than one year. In the event of a second or subsequent conviction of the same person during any 12-month period, the sentence shall consist of both the fine and imprisonment. "

So reads the Wisconsin State Statute 125.66. In essence, it is illegal to have house parties which sell alcoholic beverages, whether to make a profit or recover beverage costs, without a license or permit.

Due to the tremendous in- crease of complaints from neighbors, landlords and house managers, the crackdown of these parties will be strictly enforced. According to Captain John Schmidt of the SPD, "Our de- partment has received reports of allegations of parties going on where there may be a sale of alcoholic beverages, which re- quires a license, and if that's the case our department needs to in- vestigate and to take necessary enforcement action."

When classes get under way and students returned to the or- dinary school life activities, off- campus house parties were inev- itable. It is also a practice for those individuals to advertise to get students to attend. Most of that advertising comes in the form of Peleter Personals which appear in each published edition. This in itself is not illegal, but it does make it easier for of- ficials to find out where a sus- pected illegal party will be held and investigate if it any wrong- doing is present.

To have a party and not sell alcoholic beverages, landlords must need to enter a household, suspected of selling alcoholic beverages, was immediately RAIDed by students. A city ordinance states that a police officer may enter a resi- dence if he suspects a crime is being committed. Sergeant Vicker offered a dif- ferent plan, "We could buy a ticket and go there and bust them. I don't want to go there, I just want to give it away."

Sergeant Vicker, possibly in- fluenced by the raising of Wis- consin's drinking age to 19, the Police and Fire Commission took it upon themselves to see that enforcement is set forth in the elimination of house parties, that sell alcoholic beverages. Thus according to Captain Schmidt, "A crackdown will look through the Peleter Person- for party ads, and if com- plaints are received further action will take place.

The question of whether about a big crackdown, I want to make sure this crackdown is across the board, it's not just targeted to young people. If middle-age people have parties and they get out of hand, I don't think there should be any favors granted to them just because they own a home here, here a little longer than us."

"We pay our fair share of taxes, we should be treated equally," Schmidt concluded.

The Peleter in its respect for the student body agreed to run a warning of the consequences, if convicted of selling alcoholic beverages without a license, to individuals who wish to adver- tise their party. Use your discre- tion.

Robust economy brings good news for most

By Alp. Wong

The robust recovery of the na- tional economy is bringing good news to many Americans. With real gross national product up, inflation and unemployment down, the economy has contin-ued its fifth and sixth quarters of strong recovery.

Most economists are confident that the recovery will continue for some time yet. "The general consensus is that the economy will still do well for the rest of the year and the first half of 1985," says Dr. Yiu-Kwan Fan, professor of economics at UWSP. Beyond that, it is uncer- tain as to what direction the economy will go. "Furthermore, with the presidential election in about two months, policy chang- es can affect the economy," he notes.

In light of this economic upturn, employment has grown throughout the first half of 1984, the August issue of the Monthly Labor Review, published by the Department of Labor, says. The unemployment rate has dropped from a peak of 10.7 percent dur- ing the 1980-82 recession to 7.1 percent in June, a sharp decrease.

Some 6.1 million jobs have been created during the econom- ic recovery since the peak of the 1981-82 recession. "The unemployment rates have re- turned to pre-recession levels, having fallen 3.6 percentage points from their highest point," the Labor Review reports. "The reduction in unemployment in absolute terms was almost as dramatic as the rise in employ- ment. It took four quarters for the cumulative unemployment worseness to exceed previous de- clines, but by the end of the first half of 1981, the number of unemployed had dropped by nearly 3.3 million. ... reflecting an employment recovery strong- er than any in 30 years."

The number of unemployed has dropped from a recession high of 11.9 million to 8.5 million at the end of the first half of this year.

Although the overall employ- ment picture is promising, the rate of unemployment in June is still high by historical stand- ards, the report warns. Dr. Fan remarks that there are still indus- tries and areas in the coun- try that have not followed the pattern of the general economic recovery. "There are still pock­ ets of depressed areas in the country," he says.

The Department of Labor has indicated that some of the indus- tries that have not seen as full a recovery as the overall economy are the blast furnace and basic steel, mining, petroleum and coal products, and public utili- ties industry. "In June, the basic steel and basic steel industry lost 31.3 percent in employment and has regained only 1.3 per- cent of its lost jobs by June, the report says.

As the economy continues its upswing, the prospect of getting a job is higher. According to Dr. Fan, "We will always better at a time when the econo­ my is doing well." He feels that there is a good chance of seeking employment if the economic recovery continues through next year.

The signs of the economy re- covery are certainly promis- ing. Real gross national product has surged higher. The Reagan administration has predicted real growth of 6.3 percent for 1984. Inflation has decreased dramatically to 7.1 percent, the lowest since 1977. A 7.1 percent increase from the same time last year, the country is experiencing a 10.7 percent increase in personal income.

While the economic recov­ ery seems vigorous, there are rea- sons for continued concern. There are still areas that need improvement. There are some industries that have yet to see any real improvement, particularly the automotive industry, which has lost 1.7 million jobs since 1980.

The budget deficit is still high, and it is difficult to say just how long the recovery will last. The administra- tion does expect growth, but uncertainties, the administration seems confident of further growth in the economy.

Agent Orange benefits available

By Chris Celtschik

Several Wisconsin state agen- cies have begun studies to deter- mine the effects of the con- troversial defoliant "Agent Or- ange" which was used during the Vietnam con- flict.

The Wisconsin Department of Veterans Affairs, following the Legislature's statutory edit, has been studying the re- sults of the State Department of Health and Social Services to obtain proper information. The leg- islative studies on Wisconsin veter­ ans served during the Vietnam war. In order to reduce heavy cau- sualties and the need to have a conflict, President John Kenne­ dy authorized the use of 15 dif­ ferent herbicides, including "Agent Orange," for forest de­forestation, crop destruction, areas around bases, port facilities, cauch sites, waterways and communi­ cation lines, according to the Wisconsin Department of Health. "Agent Orange" is a brown mixture of 3,4-D and 2,4,5-T. The Bulletin published that early studies showed both components of "Agent Orange" to be of lim- ited danger to the Vietnamese ground troops and personnel assigned to disseminate the de­ foliant were free of health risks. Using aerial dispersion and other methods, namely one-fifth of the South Vietnamese personnel who were exposed to "Agent Orange" on the order of 1980 and 1972. The Department of Defense stopped use of the defolant late in 1971, after early studies showed 2,3,7,8-TCDD to be highly toxic. Since then, the con­ tents of "Agent Orange" has grown, with conflicting studies es­ tablishing or supporting its danger to humans.

Two federal government studi­ es, both conducted by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, have determined that "Agent Orange" has affected neither the morbidity or mortal­ ity rate among exposed veter­ ans. However, a U.S. district court ruling breached new life for the Vietnam vets and all Vietnam veterans litigants in a class action lawsuit against pro- ducers of Agent Orange. The da­ mages can, however, gain exclusion from this action by writing the court.

Last May 7 the plaintiffs and makers of "Agent Orange" reached a $184.5 million settlement out of court settlement. The settlement avoids millions of dollars in damage claims against the chemical companies, which in turn claimed to liability in any health problems of the veterans. Any Vietnam veteran who has claimed. P.9
The four areas which form the core of the task force's program in helping students succeed are:
1. learning efficiency, 2) involvement-belonging; 3) clear academic and career goals, and
4) personal well-being (emotional, mental and physical).
"Improving these four conditions, campus-wide, should result in an increase in the number
of students retained, with no lowering of standards," the task force asserts.
To implement the recommendations, the task force has proposed that a committee structure be established to advance the retention effort over the next three years. "The structure will consist of two coordinators as leaders of a task force, one reporting directly to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, one reporting directly to the Assistant Chancellor for Student Life, and both reporting to the Chancellor," the report says. "The task force will become an advising and oversight body responsible for carrying out retention efforts by employing a series of committees, each concentrating on a specific concern or need outlined in the recommendations."

Seven subcommittees made up of interested faculty, staff and students will be set up to deal with recommendations on:
1) improving orientation,
2) establishing a University 101 course,
3) planning mentoring activities,
4) addressing the needs of special populations (e.g., non-traditional, minorities, handicapped, foreign),
5) generating publications,
6) strengthening the Student Assistance Center, and
7) providing ongoing retention research and evaluation.

Croft says that the response she has obtained from faculty, staff and students to serve on these subcommittees has been good. She notes that strong involvement and commitment on the part of all faculty and staff will be needed to succeed in the task force's goal.
WANTED

THESE TWO MEN WANTED FOR ASSUMING THE POSITION OF PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION.

HERE IS A CURRENT LIST OF ACTIVITIES IN WHICH THEY WERE LAST SEEN...

ALAN KESNER
Alias; President

-Involved in Faculty/Administrative committees

-Directly responsible for representing students at local and statewide functions

-Oversees the SGA student senate that makes decisions campus wide

Mike Verbrick
Alias; Vice-President

-Fighting for student rights as chairman of students for fair housing.

-Involved in statewide lobbying organization called United Council

-Connections with student organizations thru student recognition and review committee.

REWARD

THE REWARD FOR SEEKING INFORMATION RELATED TO THESE INDIVIDUALS ACTIVITIES IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT WILL RESULT IN EXPERIENCE AND INVOLVEMENT FOR THE STUDENTS AT UWSP!
Northern Michigan faculty strike settled

By Al P. Weng
Northern Michigan University faculty members voted to strike on Monday when they finally reached a tentative contract agreement.

Just five minutes before they were scheduled to go on strike, the faculty members voted to conduct classes as usual.

The agreement was reached at 4:05 a.m. Monday after a 14-hour negotiating session that began at 9 a.m. Sunday. It must be approved by Kalamazoo County voters and the university’s Board of Control before it becomes effective.

Unresolved issues include pay increases amounting to 21.4 percent spread over three years. Their salaries will increase by 8 percent the first year, followed by increases of 7.3 percent and 6.4 percent the next two years.

The quality of undergraduate education at the country’s colleges and universities has become a national concern. A report charges that “the purposes of the undergraduate program have been diluted and that pressures for professional or pre-professional training have weakened the colleges’ commitment to liberal education.”

The report noted that “college students are not well informed about the world in which they live, that they are becoming more parochial at the very time the human agenda becomes more global, and that they lack historical perspective and have little knowledge of the significant social trends that will consequently shape their lives.”

A study group created by the National Institute of Education will be releasing an analysis of the quality of undergraduate education next month.

To protest a plan by the state Legislature to raise the minimum legal drinking age to 21 today, the Wisconsin Student Association has scheduled a drink-in to morrow on the steps of the state Capitol.

“It is our intent to demonstrate, by drinking openly on the state Capitol steps, that we recognize this move by the state and federal governments to be ineffective and a violation of our rights besides,” the WSA announcement was quoted as saying.

The WSA said it would give away beer and non-alcoholic drinks at the rally, which would begin at 12:30 p.m. A police official however said that it was against state law to drink at the Capitol without a permit.

A new federal law requires states to set a 21-year-old minimum drinking age or they would lose some federal highway funds.

Agent Orange cont.

served between 1961 and 1972 is eligible for compensation, provided they can establish damage to themselves, their wives or their children. The Portage County Veterans Services Office has “Agent Orange Claim Forma” which must be filed by October 31, 1984. Failure to file by that date could prevent veterans from collecting part of the settlement fund.

Concerned veterans can contact the county veterans office at 348-1316.

Vandal cont.

could not. What value do you put on beauty?”

Rubin did say, however, in reference to Bauch’s statement, “I’m sure he’s right, but it (vandalism) still could be better. Through the involvement programs we’re going to like to implement, we feel it can be.”

Cont. p. 18

WE NOW HAVE NACHOS
AT Cone Corners
2801 Stanley St.

—OPEN DAILY—
11 A.M. to 10 P.M.

FREE COUPON
Present this coupon for one 35¢ soft drink with purchase of NACHOS

exp. 9-30-84 (One Coupon Per Item)
Get top-quality, soft contact lenses at a price that's easy on the college student's budget (standard spherical lenses only).

50% Off Extended Wear Lenses
Save 50% on the soft contact lenses you can wear for days at a time. Eye-care accessories available.

50% Off on All Frames
When Purchased With Lenses.
Save 50% on our entire inventory of frames, including the latest designer styles.

Please show student I.D. cards for these special offers. Sorry, other discounts do not apply.

214 W. Division St.
Stevens Point
341-0198

Eyes examined by Licensed Wisconsin Optometrists

**SOFT CONTACT LENSES**

For Only $34.50

HARDLY EVER

1036 Main St.

...instead of the usual ads we do for the Pointer Paper, we decided to be a little more personal in our approach... we want to tell you about our store... founded by Mr. HAROLD EVER in STEVENS POINT since 1980... and about our special sponsorship of community activities... and about the things we sell...

HARDLY EVER is an import store that sells things you "hardly ever" find... while we realize that in Stevens Point our job isn't that hard, we still try to bring our customers unique things from around the world...

we started as just a gift... actually, if you want to know the truth, and who doesn't, mr. EVER started the store upon his return to APPLETON from six or seven years living in places like Istanbul, Bombay, Hong Kong, Bangal... and like that... can you IMAGINE what a guy the guy must be after all these places he ended up in APPLETON?...

...and anyway, when he comes back he is broke...but he's got all this junk, so, that he has collected on his travels... so he figures he can sell all his stuff, one thing leads to another, and a store is born... so mr. EVER starts a store of unique things and later, branches into unique clothes, but it doesn't branch, the store starts to SELL unique things, and then more stuff and more... and more.

10:30 Daily 10-5 Sat.

Please Patronize Our Advertisers

Your Campus Connection
For Great Looking Hair.

"Guys & Gals"
Free Hair Reconditioning
with each haircut at Haircraft

Get that "Summer" Damanged hair back in shape with our good for your hair R.K. and Redken Reconditioners.

Thurs., Sept. 20 thru Wed., Sept. 26
CALL 346-2382 For Appointment
Licensed Professional Stylists
Ron Wallace, Linda Arndt-Wis. Rapids
Vicki Gilmeister-Stevens Point
Diane Tetzloff-Stevens Point
RedKen Retail Center
—We Accept Points—

JACOB BEST
Happy Hour

7 to 10 p.m. Only $2.50

Come drink the best!

The Point Club
200 Isadore St.
Get to the Point!
Now Greyhound goes to even more places, more often. With the excellent service and low, low fares that make Greyhound America's travel value. Call today for complete fare and schedule information.

STUDENT MANAGERS OFFICE
ALLEN CENTER
346-3537
**Women aren't only victims of sexual assault**

By Claudia Kurscavski

Sexual assault is a crime that affects more than one in ten women in the U.S. Young women have a one-in-ten chance of being raped in their lifetime. If it is not you who is victimized, it may be your sister, your best friend, your mother, your wife, or perhaps a child. It is known that many rapists are given the advantage over women.

With only 10 percent of assaults reported—even less in the case of children—a rape is allowed to attack women again and again. Of 167 female students and faculty at the University of California, San Francisco, 26 percent had been sexually assaulted. Only 12 percent of those assaults had been reported. Of the sample of college women, 28 percent reported having a sexual experience with an adult before age 13. In a national study of college men, 8 percent of those incidences were reported.

Although children constitute a small percentage of those vic­tims who report sexual abuse, it is believed to be a widespread disease with many cases going unnoticed or unreported. Many children are afraid to tell when they are sexually abused. They fear no one will believe them or that someone will think they are sexually abnormal. An estimated one percent of sexual abuse cases involving children, the child knows the assailant. Many of those cases involve family members making it doubly difficult for these children to open up.

This type of abuse can happen to infants on up. It crosses all socio-economic and cultural boundaries. One out of six children in elementary school will be abused. One out of four girls and one out of 10 boys will be sexually assaulted by age 18.

There are many children victimized that it is important to view all children as potential victims. Adults must always keep in mind that children have feelings; this abuse does affect them emotionally; and that children DO NOT make up stories about being sexually abused. If a child does not come forward with a problem, but exhibits a change in behavior such as problems eating or sleeping, becomes an attached talk, if a child expresses fears about a sit­ter, a friend, a relative, or going to someone’s house, ask why? don’t chisel it up to adolescence or a temper tan­trum. Parents need to be in­formed and supportive and under­standing.

As in many cases of sexual abuse involving children, more often then not adult victims know the assailant. “Date” or “acquaintance rape” accounts for over 60 percent of all assaults. “Date rape” usually involves the age group of 15 to 24, an important age added by men on college campuses. Unfortunately this type of assault is not considered in the same category as many other types. The belief that the victim has sent sexual signals to her date, encouraging the attack, is still present in society. These attitudes are held by the young as well as the older generation in our society.

In a 1981 study of 432 teenagers done by UCLA, it was found that 50 percent of the boys and 43 percent of the girls believed that sexual intercourse to be permissible under certain cir­cumstances. A 1982 Auburn University study of college men found that 61 percent had touched a woman sexually against her will. These studies are vivid examples that ancient myths and beliefs still exist, allowing people to rational­ize rape with the belief that the woman wanted it to happen.

This idea is far from the truth. No woman encourages or secretly wants to be raped. The myths that “only bad girls get raped” or “any healthy woman can re­sist a rapist if she really wants to” are just that: myths. Nearly eight percent of all convicted rapists rape again if not given psychological treatment. This cannot be the fault of one woman who particularly “asked for it.” Rape is the responsibility of the rapist, not the victim.

Knowing how to avoid sexual assault is an important step to curbing this crime. Rapists look for easy targets; women that are alone or seem vulnerable. Do not present yourself as an easy opportunity. Walk and move purposefully. Be wary of strangers and don’t be afraid to be rude to someone who is giving you unwanted attention. Avoid deserted streets or parking alone with someone you don’t know well. Do not get into an elevator with someone who makes you uncomfortable or stay at home with a repairman if it makes you uneasy. Above all, be aware of your surroundings. Rapists rely on surprise. If you hear footsteps, turn around. If you feel threatened, try to contact a friend or neighbor, make noise or call for help.

(These are tips from the Ladies Home Journal, September, 1983.)

If you are raped, the Sexual Assault Coalition suggests you get to a safe place as soon as possible. Call the Family Crisis Center, the police, the hospital; a friend or family member; or go to the hospital for treatment of injuries; and try not to clean up yourself or the area so evidence will not be destroyed. It is always hard to report such a crime, but you are urged to do so; keep in mind that rapists are habitual offenders. Regardless of what your decision is, remember that you will need sup­port. If you do not know where to turn, call the 24-hour crisis line (344-8008) or the Women’s Resource Center (344-4843) for help or information.

**New competency test**

By Amy Schroeder

As you think back to the days of your freshman summer orien­tation, you probably remember taking three placement tests in the areas of math, English, and possibly foreign language.

A new test is being used. A new competency test is scheduled to enter the regional testing program in college’s communications competency test.

Under the direction of the University of Wisconsin College skills council, a committee was formed to determine a new system of communications competency test. The UW Systems Speech Placement Test Committee was formed in 1982, and is chaired by Clay Willmlngton of UW Oshkosh. The test is compara­tive from each of the 13 UW system colleges with the excep­tion of UW Green Bay.

The purpose of the test is to measure the communica­tion competency of all University of Wisconsin system college bound high school students.

James Moe, the UWSP re­presentative, said there are two types of tests. The first is a cogn­itive assessment. This is a “window shopping” test with two basic areas, a public communica­tions competency test, and an interpersonal competency test.

During the cognitive test, the students first view two videos, one featuring a variety of speak­ers, and the second consists of situations of interpersonal inter­action. After viewing the videos, the students are asked to answer questions in order to test their thinking and communication abili­ties. For the interpersonal sec­tion, they are asked to make observations about the nature of the interaction.

The second part of the test will be a performance test. How­ever, results from the first test are not cumulative.

Moe said that the objectives of the test are to monitor and re­fined the testing as well as developing a suffi­ciently sound test to attract cam­puses to use the test as part of their admission process. Also, Moe added that by observ­ing the test results, the commit­tee hopes to gain an im­proved high school speech com­petency curriculum.

After the test is developed, it is possible students may be ex­empt from taking communica­tions 101. Moe said there is a possibility that the commu­nications 101.
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**Milwaukee to host conference**

By Amy Schroeder

The Milwaukee Mecca Center has been chosen as the site for the 17th Biennial Woman to Woman Conference.

The three-day weekend of Oc­tober 15-17, will be packed with almost 200 workshops on topics as varied as domest­ic violence, self-defense, and corpo­rate president. Also delivering a presentation is Mil­burn, president of Barstaphilll­hai­nes Inc, a management consulting firm.

The workshops are set up so that women of all ages and lifestyles including teens, single parents, career women as well as those working at home. Some of the major themes of these workshops include busi­ness and education, relation­ships and communication, min­ority issues and focus on the fu­ture, to name a few.

The conference is designed to share in the excitement of this year’s conference. Cost varies. For fur­ther information on fees, contact the Coalition.

Cont. p. 18

**Assault Coalition**

By Melissa Gross

"In July of last year, I started to receive a lot of questions about what happens to the vic­tim of a sexual assault after they leave the hospital," said Barb Moyer, medical social worker and co-chairman of the Sexual Assault Coalition. "The Sexual Assault Coalition was founded a little over a year ago by individuals concerned about victims of sexual assault. We had a lot of services in Stevens Point which dealt with assault victims; but somehow we seemed to be missing the audience we most needed to hit," said Moyer.

After the initial meeting of the Coalition, committees were formed to deal with such issues as prosecution, services and net­working. Eventually, an advoca­tive system was formed.

The advocacy program began in May. The university, the Ste­vens Point Police and the Family­ly Crisis Center were all notified of the Coalition’s existence so victims contacting these agen­cies could be referred to them. The phone number listed on the Coalition’s procedures is that of the Family Crisis Center, since they do not have an office as of yet.

The advocate system is made up of volunteers who are willing to be called on to give support, reassurance, or just be a friend to a rape victim. The advocate will make the necessary phone calls and interventions for the victim. Advocates assist the vic­tims in all areas of their recov­ery, regardless of whether they’ve just been assaulted or were assaulted in the past and are trying to come to grips with the realities.

In addition to counseling for the victim, the Coalition offers information of what is going on medically and mental health agen­cies. The Coalition also provides guest speakers in the hopes of educating the public about abuse.
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CWSBDC provides help for small businesses

by Lana Dykstra

Starting your own business? Improving or expanding your present business? Marketing your newest invention?

Help for these and related problems can be found at UWSP. The Central Wisconsin Small Business Development Center, located in the basement of Old Main, offers advice, counseling and training to small business owners in a seven-county area of central Wisconsin.

The CWSBDC is headed by George Seyfarth, Coordinator-Consultant, and Jim Martin, Small Business Institute (SBI) Director and Consultant.

The CWSBDC is funded by the UW-Extension SBDC, the U.S. Small Business Administration, UWSP, and the UWSP Foundation, Inc.

On Sept. 9, 1984, the Stevens Point office received a $25,100 grant from the Central Wisconsin Private Industry Council. The grant will be used to set up a Management Success Seminar Series, which will present seminars to entrepreneurs in central Wisconsin.

The 1984 President's Report on Small Business states that 98% of U.S. businesses employ less than 100 people per company. In central Wisconsin, 99% of the businesses employ less than 100 people per company. The U.S. SBA estimates that 90% of the failures of small businesses are due to poor management skills. Records of the UW-SBDC show that 30% of businesses have a failure rate of only one-tenth of the national average.

The Stevens Point Center provides management counseling to 250 businesses in the past year, from July 1, 1983, to June 30, 1984. The Center has helped to obtain $2.5 million in loans over the past two years for small businesses in central Wisconsin. The number of business owners seeking help from the Center has increased from 18% two years ago to 20% for the last six-month period.

The CWSBDC provides one-to-one management assistance counseling to such diversified clients as interior decorators, excavation boat owners and gingery farmers. Seyfarth and Martin are the Center Consultants. UWSP, NCET, and UW-Extension faculty along with area business owners provide the expertise for such cases. There is no charge for the counseling services.

The CWSBDC also presents management development training programs in-house and as one-day seminars to the community.

The Wisconsin Innovation Service Center provides feasibility studies for inventors. The Center helps the inventor decide if, how, and where to best market the new product or design.

The Small Business Institute (SBI) offers free-of-charge management counseling to small businesses in the area.

UWSP business majors, working in teams of two to four students, provide a semester-long, in-depth analysis of each business. The students are supervised by Jim Martin and a faculty member. The student teams prepare written and an oral report to be presented to the company at the end of the semester. This report gives their recommendations on the total business program including marketing analysis, personnel plans, and financial forecasting.

The SBI handled five cases last year. This semester the case load is twenty-five. Jim Martin feels this increase in the number of cases reflects not only on the Center, but on the integrity of the consultants from the University system and the hard work of the students.

The CWSBDC, which started its third year in July, has shown by numbers and by results that it is serving a need in the Central Wisconsin area. The business and management skills taught here have helped numerous businesses to get started and expanded.
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Education, main focus of conference

By Nanette Cable

The Women's Resource Center, located in Nelson Hall, is presenting a Take-Back-the-Night Week, September 24-27.

In the past, a rally and a march are part of this year's program. A rally and coffeehouse are planned to conclude the week.

The CWSBDC believes that not having a march this year is because we have already had one.

GUILBault went on to say, "We're concentrating mostly on information, education and protection. I think people will recognize its energy in a positive way."

Concerning the abuses to women, she continued, "Everyone knows it is a violent act and everyone knows that it makes people angry. That's good to a certain extent, but now we're showing them how to prevent it."

Throughout Take-Back-the-Night Week, different programs will be held. On Monday, September 24, a powerful video entitled "Fear That Binds Us" will be shown at 7:00 p.m. The program depicting actual cases of abused women will be shown in the Garland Room of the University Center.

On Tuesday, Dr. Mike Schu...
You are looking for new volunteers. The center is here to serve all women in the community. Through a myriad of activities and services, we hope to bridge the gap between existing community services and women's needs.

Exchanging books

The Student Book Exchange was created to meet two basic needs of students: 1) the need for students to find low cost, good quality learning materials, and 2) the desire of students to sell books they own but no longer need or want. Books are accepted and sold on a consignment basis the first and last two weeks of each semester. Sixty percent of the cover price is charged for each book with the consignor receiving 40 percent of the cover price when the book is sold. Money for the books sold is distributed after the initial two weeks. This semester distribution will be in the Concourse, September 27 from 9:00 to 3:00. The Student Book Exchange offers experience in management, marketing, management information systems, finance and inventory maintenance and control. Membership is open to people of all majors and your help would be greatly appreciated.

For more information, please leave a message in our mailbox at the SLAP office and we will contact you, or come to any meeting. Meetings will be announced in "The Daily." These programs and expand into new areas with each semester.

Two past programs, "Take Back the Night" and Women's History Week, are already in the making. "Take Back the Night" will involve a series of seminars on issues concerning all women. We hope to continue these programs and expand into new areas with each semester.

Programs such as these, coupled with our other services, will hopefully provide a support system for women in our community. Any problem or concern you may have is our concern also. If we are unable to give you the help you need, we will refer you to someone who can. You are welcome to drop in or call us at 346-4801. Remember: we want to lend a hand.

The Village

By Claudia Kurzweiski

The Women's Resource Center is a support and education facility. It is located in the lower level of Nelson Hall and is staffed by both paid and volunteer personnel (and we're always looking for new volunteers). The center is here to serve all women in the community. Through a myriad of activities and services, we hope to bridge the gap between existing community services and women's needs.

Our services include a lending library and reading room where general information is available on many aspects of women's issues. The escort service is continuing, of course, so no one will have to walk alone at night. Activities and special programs that have taken place in the past include assertiveness training, consciousness raising groups, the speakers bureau and seminars on issues concerning all women. We hope to continue

Coping as a feminist

By Kathy White

The Women's Studies Student Association is open to all students regardless of sex, race, religion or national origin. Members need not be Women's Studies minors but need only support the purpose of the organization, which includes the following: 1) to integrate more Women's Studies courses into the curriculum; 2) to introduce more students to the Women's Studies minor; 3) to promote education on women's issues; and 4) to form a Women's Studies support group.

To those ends, last year the group met several times for social meetings to discuss the particular problems associated with being a feminist on this campus and ways to cope with these problems. The organization also disseminated information in the UC Concourse on Women's Studies course offerings and the Women's Studies minor. WSSA meets once a month. The first meeting of the year will be early in October. For more information, contact the Women's Studies coordinator and WSSA faculty advisor, Kathy White, 609 ICC, telephone: 346-4100.

So you haven't decided where you wanted to live, and you are walking aimlessly around campus, frustrated, wondering if you are ever going to be settled this year.

It's time for a change in your life. THE VILLAGE is just the place for you.

We only have a few spaces available for the 1984-85 school year, so come over NOW! !

What you will receive is...

* Fully furnished, large two bedroom, two bathroom apartment
* Your own lease
* Free heat and hot water

* Free off-street parking
* Swimming pool
* Laundry facilities on sight
* Cable television available

The Village Apartments 301 Michigan Ave., Stevens Point, WI 54481 Phone: 341-2120
COMING SOON TO THEATRES NEAR YOU

falling in love

Thief
OF HEARTS

FIRST BORN

Reverly Hills Cop

FROM PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Profiles of wom
From the College of Letter:
administration in Old Main —

A Teach
I want to teach 
a life this love on ear
To face its strugg
And know the right
And gather th all
And a song
Then I shall fee
And I have filled 
I ask your that
For character at happiness of heart.


By Melissa Gross
Her office gives the impression of space, yet it is full of personal and distinctive objects. Books line one wall, interspersed with knick-knacks and team photos. The Teachers' Prayer, a brass statue of two hands shaped like a tennis raquet hang on the walls. But what立刻 attracted the room is the woman herself. She's bright, quick, efficient and affectionate.

Dr. Rosalind (Rosey) Koc pussy came to UWSP in 1969 as a physical education instructor and a swimming and gymnastics coach. Since the swimming and gymnastics seasons ran simultaneously, she had to choose gymnastics.

"We later dropped gymnastics. I then became the tennis coach. I know nothing about tennis," said Dr. Koc pussy.

Today Koc pussy has a B.S., M.A., and an E.D.D. under her belt and is currently the Coordinator of Professional Studies, School of Education.

"My hometown is Cedar Falls, Iowa. I knew I was going to be a teacher andAlways I was interested In teaching and began with work in kids in the swamp pool. When I won the state division championship two years in high school, I knew I was ready to teach phys ed."

Koc pussy began her career at Cedar Falls High where she taught for two years before coming to Stevens Point.

"I've been a teacher for 29 years," said Koc pussy. "I took about three years off during that time. Two years to have kids and one year to get my doctorate in 1979."

Has Rosely Koc pussy left her mark on UWSP? Definitely.

In 1970, Koc pussy established a cheerleading clinic for high school cheerleaders. She wrote articles in such publications as "Instructor Magazine" and the "Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Association Bulletin." She received the Outstanding Teacher award from HPERA in 1979, 1982 and again in 1984.

After receiving the co-advise role, Koc pussy returned to UWSP and was promoted to her current position as Coordinator of Professional Studies, School of Education.

"That means I'm in charge of the advising and curriculum of the physical education students. I also teach," explained Koc pussy.

Koc pussy was instrumental in the development of the long-awaited Master's degree.

"The major is designed for students who want to work and teach in the YMCA, spa, or other recreational facilities. Until recently, we didn't have such a major."

In 1972, Koc pussy took a European study tour and hopes that she would one day be asked to take a group of students abroad. In the fall of 1982, that happened.

"If I co-advise a group of students on a tour to Britain, I considered that a great honor. And while I haven't any plans to do it again, I would consider Australia. They speak English there," laughed Koc pussy.

Koc pussy's laugh is infectious. She laughs at everything thing: wholeheartedly.

"I really enjoy working with college students. You always have challenges. I can still see myself struggling with the kids. There are no simple things students are today."

"Koc pussy ever felt discriminated against because she was a woman?"

"I never felt discriminated at the time, but I'm sure it happened. For instance, though I was a diving champion, there was no athletic scholarship to get me through college like there was for boys."

"When I was first hired here at UWSP as a teacher and a coach, a man was hired for the same job. He got $100 more than I did. I never questioned it. I was too young. I was thinking of being a good teacher and raising two kids. The university hired me."

Koc pussy seems to have a penchant for life. She loves to swim and is fond of water in general. Her A-frame house is on the Fever River and her backyard is a hot tub. In the summer, Koc pussy can be seen buzzing around Point in her white, 1963 MGTD sports car.

"I don't drive it in the winter. Wisconsin winter would eat it!" said Koc pussy.

Koc pussy has two children: a son, Terry, who is attending the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, and a daughter, Kim, who is a senior at SPASH.

"I am extremely proud of my daughter and son. They're special kids," said Koc pussy.

Koc pussy has any advice for today's teens?

"There are no free rides in this world. With hard work for what you want. Also, I've learned that you can catch more flies with honey than with vinegar. Take that as you want to. I don't mind being a woman; I kinda like it!"
On one hand, Judy was very young when she started performing, and she believed she was not emotionally ready to handle the situation. She emotionally worked herself up for each performance and endured a great deal of emotional pain at the end of the event. She was so zealous to have a career that she made each performance important.

Emotionally, it wasn't a pleasant job for Judy. She thought to herself, "I'm not ready for this and maybe I will never be." Judy does not only teach music, she also does quite a bit of performing. Although she is a teacher, she says she does feel regret that she is not singing. She believes that anyone who has a burning desire to perform truly would rather perform than teaching. When asked if she found her teaching rewarding, she replied, "If I didn't believe me, I wouldn't be here."

Judy tries to instill many discipline within her students. She attempts to provide them with a sound, technical foundation and the highest musical training. She knows includes style, dictio, language, and musicality. She tries to help them achieve integrate for a musical score, imagination and personal commitment to help them help the literature that she loves.

One necessity for success is a beautiful voice, but Judy also believes that the teacher herself is the one that is the main artistic quality. She says, "You have to have a consistent technique from a warm-up to the end that you work for. For you every time, no matter what the emotional situation is that the teacher and the music have to know how it feels to sing correctly."

Judy May

She describes herself as having lived intensely. She has traveled extensively, having been to the Soviet Union.
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Vandalism letter, cont.

Come on people, whoever you are. Can you hang on to your paper and trash a little while until you come to a garbage can? We’re all adults here now. Let’s clean-up act, O.K.? Be proud of your campus. It doesn’t have to look like a commercial for “Give a Hoot, Don’t Pollute.” People at UWSP are proud of your campus. It doesn’t improve itself. It’s all on campus and ways to clean-up day or some such event to increase student awareness about this problem. It’s something to think about.

Cheryl Anne Schuette

Prison penpal

To the Editor:

I am now incarcerated at the federal prison at Ashland, Ken­ tucky. I am seeking correspondence with anyone who would like to start a pen pal relationship, as I have no family in the free world.

Jimmy Reachard

P.O. Box 359-10927-127
M-Unit
Ashland, Kentucky 41181

Conference, cont.

Continuing through the week, the Sexual Assault Coalition and Sgt. Audrey Reeves will talk. They will cover assault from the police and the survivor point of view. This will be held in room 115 of the University Center at 7:00 p.m.

To conclude the week, the rally is planned to be held in front of Old Main. This event will be held at 6:00 p.m. on Thursday, September 27. Professor Janet Newman, Deb Meyer of Protective Services and Escort Service Director Max Lakritz are scheduled to speak. A Tae Kwon Do demonstration is planned. The final event will be a coffeehouse in the Encore featuring Marion Rose and John Booth.

A Women’s Conference is also scheduled for the same week in Take-Back-The-Night. The con­ ference will run from September 26 through September 27. Vari­ ous programs dealing with in­ cessant domestic violence and sexual assault will be covered.

The Women’s Resource Center also has an Escort Service. Anyone can call Protective Ser­ vices and ask for an escort. As Guilbault put it, “It is a raising­, dark or someone just doesn’t want to walk alone, they can call.” Protective Services will contact the escorts. The service runs from 5 p.m.-3 a.m. every day, usually covering a Florida or two.

The Women’s Resource Center is not yet in effect this semester because the center needs more volunteers.

Through all of the program­ ming that the Women’s Re­ source Center is active in, I asked Guilbault about the chal­ lenges that she faces. “I suppose most people would look at me and call me a feminist, but I would like to call myself a hu­ manist. I realize that if we come at it from a very hard-core ‘feminist’ persuasion we’re not going to shut out a lot of people, including men.

What I’m trying to do is in­ clude men more and more into the programming and the facil­ ities so they are comfortable. I don’t want to discriminate against the men. I know it’s like thinking of making this a men’s conference against and I don’t want to do that to anyone else.”

Guilbault stated. “The public is welcome to come down anytime or call. I think we’re a great bunch of people for learning new scores. Judy has seen and experienced things that I never have and experience to explore. She made important de­ cisions that were the back­ bone of the outcome of her career. When asked if she was happy, she replied and said, “Oh, yes.”

Kaufman, cont.

band’s careers by organizing, entertaining, and making sure there is an audience. This is important. But what would a female administrator have? “It’s nice to have a woman,” she said.

Ms. Grr wants to see more women in administration and believes it can be achieved. For women who want to set their goals higher, she advised, “Women must decide who you are and what your values are, who you want to be and what the other gender can be. To learn how to think and how to write, and appre­ ciate your experiences.”

Garr, cont.

people here. I like the people I work with, the friends that I’ve developed and the atti­ tude of the people, they’re in their work, but they’re not ar­ rogant.”

“I think it’s safe to say, Nancy, we take pride in you and your work.”

Test, cont.

The 110 courses may be de­ signed to accommodate the dif­ ferent skills and ability levels of the students.

Moe said he is “looking for­ ward to using the test to up­ date the curriculum for the 110 course.” He also added that he is not going to exclude all the students and faculty who allowed him to do trial testing of the new course.

Vandalism

Rubin would like to see in­ creased student awareness of this problem. She encour­ ages everyone to take pride in the grounds, feel a part of it, and feel some responsibility for them.

Currently, Rubin is putting to­ gether a slide show of people responsible for vandalism to be available to the residence hall councils and will hopefully get feedback about ideas from the students. Ideally, Rubin would like to get a repre­ sentative from each residence hall and form a committee to implement new ideas and create policies that the students could enforce themselves.

Rubin is also trying to gener­ ate interest among faculty of the Campus Physical Facilities Planning Committee in hopes of getting ideas to be made available for the grounds budget. The grounds, says Rubin, “are a major concern,” but “the universi­ ty agrees that there is a need for new ideas.”

Among other plans which have been recently implemented, the flower beds are no longer being grown in the UWSP Biology Department’s green­ house. This is because Herman has spent money on flowers back into the university. Rubin is also looking to use the money to purchase outdoor plants for the Art Department to make the pots for indoor plants.

Rubin believes that increased awareness and feedback about vandalism even further and also improve the aesthetic value of the grounds.

May, cont.

Europe, Mexico and Canada. She enjoys cooking and reading and is interested in music. She especially likes her music. She practices quite a bit and spends much of her time composing new scores. Judy has seen and experienced things that Rubin has never had an opportunity to explore. She made important de­ cisions that were the back­ bone of the outcome of her career. When asked if she was happy, she replied and said, “Oh, yes.”

Melissa Gross

Strangers, rape is not defined by the formal sexual contact with another person.

Rape is not an exciting, sexual game to the unwilling partner. Rape is a humiliating, degrading and often brutal act, regardless of the circum­ stances under which it is committed.

The heroines of romantic novels enjoy being raped; but that’s fiction. It’s not real. Rape, and the degrad­ation that accompanies it is real.

more mail

Coalition, cont.

and ways to deal with or prevent assault.

“We need to make people a­ ware of the processes that occur when a woman is raped. The medical and legal aspects are just part of it,” said Meyer. The members of the Coalition represent law enforcement, health and social agencies in the community. All counseling is on an individual basis and kept strictly confidential.
Naturalist right at home

By Timothy Byers

The Central Wisconsin Environmental Station (CWES) has hired a new program coordinator and assistant director. Mary F. Duritsa, formerly of Cedar Falls, Iowa, was chosen from a field of 72 applicants for the post at CWES near Nelsonville. Rick Wilke, the station director, announced her appointment and was "very happy" at the prospect of working with Ms. Duritsa. This appointment adds another resident of the College of Natural Resources (CNR) staff, a fact which Ms. Duritsa says makes her "pleased and excited to be a part of the UWSP CNR."

Mary was the director at the Hartman Reserve Nature Center in Cedar Falls for eight years prior to accepting the CWES position. At Hartman she fell, "Our entire purpose for being here is to provide us a better understanding of the environment. This attitude will suit her well at CWES because the purpose is to provide a foundation for the study of ecological principles and concepts as they relate to people and their environment."

Over 18,000 people are expected to share in the environmental programs at the station throughout the year, so Ms. Duritsa is facing quite a challenge. How does she feel as a woman working in the male-dominated CNR? Beginnings of answers to this question can be found during Ms. Duritsa's tenure at the Hartman Reserve.

Mary's title at the Reserve was "naturalist" but she considered herself "part of the field of conservation...which is male-dominated and yet I rarely felt out of place. Less than 30 people are employed in Iowa as professional naturalists. Ms. Duritsa felt that "the spotlight was not only on me as a woman but also on a great difference in the field as it relates to the male-dominated CNR."

"Our entire purpose for being here is to provide us a better understanding of the environment. This attitude will suit her well at CWES because the purpose is to provide a foundation for the study of ecological principles and concepts as they relate to people and their environment."

Earthbound

Stop the arms race

by Timothy Byers

What seems more frightening than nuclear war? It's not something we think about every minute, but the thought is still there, lurking in the shadows of our minds. How do we cope with the thought of mass destruction? Usually, as in the above, by forgetting about it. Dr. Helen Caldicott will not stand for this. "I am not a pacifist," she says, "I am a politician who is trying to be a scientist." She is in our hands, the people's, to stop the arms race. Dr. Caldicott has found this to be a cause of great importance and to stop building bombs is for the future of the human race.

Dr. Caldicott has the Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament (WAND) in her name. WAND's purpose is to mobilize against the continued construction of nuclear weapons and the technological development of new weapons that are the next logical step. Estimates project that it will take 30 years to reduce the number of nuclear warheads by 90% and to stop the arms race.

The last survivors gathered in Australia calling for the end of nuclear weapons. In the book humanity is wiped out in a nuclear war. The people are alarmed to some extent. It was an Australian child of six who Hiroshima and Nagasaki were a nuclear bomb. The day ended with a remembrance of the dead. At the service, Dr. Caldicott made the point that we are not alone in our efforts. We are part of a worldwide movement to stop the spread of nuclear weapons.

Copper sulfate has been used to control algae blooms in many Wisconsin lakes. Although the algae does not affect the human population, people do not find it aesthetically pleasing. But after an August 20 incident on the Discharge stream, a fish kill has occurred. The state Department of Natural Resources has been asked to examine this water and others in management of natural resources.

In a recent report to Congress the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) described the condition of its waterways and made suggestions for future improvements. The status of the state's rivers were reported to have improved considerably since the adoption of the 1972 Clean Water Act. The report stated, "From the cleanup of the pulp and paper mill discharges through wastewater load allocation process, DNR has recommended that the future include assessment of nonpoint source pollution, a formal compact with Great Lakes states to protect the lakes, and continued work on the acid rain situation."

Cont. p. 30

Eco Briefs

By Cindy Minnike

It was Greenpeace, an international environmental organization, that first reported the presence of the cargo of the Beirut, according to the Iowa Conservancy Education Council Environmental Educator Award, the Cedar Falls Education Association. "Friend of Education" Award, and Pia Barta Kappa from Hamline University. She is active in the community and in professional circles. Awards and activities are not as an indicator of a deeper commitment as Mary explains. "You know, I've heard that every town should have a school, church and a bank but you don't have three of them." Mary will continue her involvement in the learning and teaching process at the Environmental Station.

early 1960s and continued testing nuclear weapons over South Pacific islands well into the 1970s. Dr. Caldicott, by then a pedestrian in Adelaide, Australia, was alarmed at the level of fallout reaching Australia. Reactivity subsequently appeared in South Australia's drinking water. Dr. Caldicott was consulted because of her interest, and a leader was in place and the process was being molded. The Australian government's nuclear disarmament campaign led by Dr. Caldicott appealed to the International Court of Justice to halt the atmospheric testing. The testing was halted.

Shortly after that Dr. Caldicott and her family emigrated to the United States to work at Brookhaven National Laboratory. It was then that she began to seriously research the medical effects of radiation. In 1978 she was the president of Physicians for Social Responsibility and began her assault on nuclear weapons calling them, "the greatest health hazard we've ever faced." In 1980 she resigned from Boston Children's Hospital and devoted her energies to the time to the crusade for nuclear disarmament. She believes in a simple fact that it is more effective to stop building bombs for the future than to destroy the world. Dr. Caldicott has founded the Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament (WAND). WAND's purpose is to mobilize against the continued construction of nuclear weapons and the technological development of new weapons that are the next logical step. Estimates project that it will take 30 years to reduce the number of nuclear warheads by 90% and to stop the arms race.

Copper sulfate has been used to control algae blooms in many Wisconsin lakes. Although the algae does not affect the human population, people do not find it aesthetically pleasing. But after an August 20 incident on the Discharge stream, a fish kill has occurred. The state Department of Natural Resources has been asked to examine this water and others in management of natural resources.

In a recent report to Congress the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) described the condition of its waterways and made suggestions for future improvements. The status of the state's rivers were reported to have improved considerably since the adoption of the 1972 Clean Water Act. The report stated, "From the cleanup of the pulp and paper mill discharges through wastewater load allocation process, DNR has recommended that the future include assessment of nonpoint source pollution, a formal compact with Great Lakes states to protect the lakes, and continued work on the acid rain situation."

Cont. p. 21
Volunteer for reward

by Brett Salidino

With the job market what it is today, employers are searching for applicants with more than just a high school education. They want experience, hands-on, practical experience. As a young German immigrant, I decided that I wanted to work at the Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary in Green Bay. I called the place and within a week I was working as an animal care volunteer under head keeper Randy Korb.

In the beginning there were few rewards. Without a paycheck, I became frustrated at times, but I stuck with it. I fed and watered the animals, cleaned cages, mopped floors, and kept smiling. It paid off. Within six months, I was presenting "hands-on" wildlife programs to young children once a month. I led tours of the park and parks with our small repertoire of wild critters. The knowledge and confidence I gained from these programs will always be beneficial, no matter which end of the job market I decide upon.

Volunteering taught me other things as well. I learned communication skills, decisiveness, responsibility, and a lot of forest and nature conservation. Biologists and wildlife experts from across the state. I participated in programs to expand my own knowledge. I joined in with duck hunting, crane counts, and frog census for the DNR, as well as a noxious weed eradication project. I even learned to use a cash register in the Sanctuary's concession stand! In short, I tried to do everything that sounded even mildly interesting, and I enjoyed every moment of it.

Caldicott, cont.

Dr. Helen Caldicott continues to lecture, do interviews, and write about the only chance we have to save our environment, as she sees it. It seems pointless to carry on, in her view, if the thought of semi-instinct destruction haunts us. Dr. Caldicott believes in the power of the people. "Stop it," she says, "we just have to stand up and say, "stop it." Until one end or the other is reached, Dr. Caldicott will continue her message of life. She concludes, "I love this planet and its people with a passion. I just can't sit back and let it be destroyed."
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Calendar

September 9
Green Bay, WI. Clean Sweep. Toxic wastes, chemicals and cleaners in the home. How to avoid and dispose of them. Becky Leighton, chair. Contact: Northeastern Wisconsin Audubon Society, 1359 Cedar St., Green Bay, WI 54302.

October 15
Lanc, MI. Soil Judging Competition. All day. The Soil Conservation Society will send a team of four to this regional meet. Other contestants will be UW-Platteville, River Falls, and Madison. Contact the SCS in rm. 105 of the CNR.

September 15
Wisconsin. Waterfowl Stamp Contest. Entries for the 1985 waterfowl stamp contest will be accepted from this date until December 15. Artwork should show a species of waterfowl commonly found in Wisconsin or a subject matter pertinent to waterfowl hunting.

September 29
Appleton, WI. Just for the Birds. Topics: Preservation of the Bald Eagle, basic bird identification, habitat management for waterfowl, the common loon, and the hawks. For students, $5 lodging available. Contact: Babolz Nature Preserve, 803 N. Lyndale Drive, Appleton, WI 54915 (414-731-6041).

September 29
Glen Haven, WI. Walk Through the Valley. Eagle Valley Environmentalists (EVE) offers its annual Walk Through the Valley, which is a prime winter roost for our national symbol, the bald eagle. This critical roost is maintained by EVE year-round as a nature preserve. Slight fee if staying overnight at the dormitory. Contact: EVE—the eagle people, Box 135, Apple River, IL 61001 (815-964-2659).

September 29
Madison, WI. Volunteerism and the arts. This half-day conference is a prelude to the 1985 Wisconsin Volunteerism Conference. Free. Contact: Volunteer Information Service, Box 796, Madison, WI 53701.

October 2-5
South Bend, IN. National Audubon Society Conference. Workshops on activities, issues, techniques for effective programs and membership building. Speakers: NAS President Russell Peterson, Dr. Durward L. Allen on the wolves of Isle Royale, Dr. Orie Loucks on Midwest Acid Rain. Fee: $40. Contact: SBS, 144 Burkes Rd., Michigan City, IN 46360 (219-879-3277).

Wisconsin plaudit

Wisconsin landed two of the nation's 100 best counties in a recent article from Outside magazine. The home of the Apostle Islands, is that every state had at least one county which contained the right combination of breathing room, small cities, farms, parks, natural areas, and preserves. Ashland and Door counties in Wisconsin fit the bill according to Outside.

"Ashland: the sandstone cliffs and caves of the heavily-fortified Apostle Islands."

"Door County: the state's most famous county, rolling hills, and a lighthouse." These two important Wisconsin counties were considered on a par with some of the most spectacular areas in the United States. Some of our close neighbors such as: Minnesota's Lake and St. Louis, and Michigan's Keweenaw, prime examples of the situations and primitive landscapes.
Earthbound

"Nature's spokeswoman" and her legacy

by Timothy Byers

Let's go back in time for a bit, back to a much simpler era. The time is the early 1960s. Politically the world is in unrest, the two great superpowers are about to go to-toe-toe over bases for nuclear missiles. Despite the precarious balance of power, life, at least in the West, seemed to be improving. New products leapt out daily to make our lives easier and more productive. In fact, production was the byword. Growth seemed endless. Our inventions and concoctions would solve every problem. Malaria had been checked, other diseases carried by insects were on the decline. The traditional killers of men were fading into the past. Agriculture looked forward to the Green Revolution, fueled by gas and oil, powered by past. Agriculture looked forward to the Green Revolution, fueled by gas and oil, powered by

Let's go back in time for a bit, in which "the voices " in which " the time one-half to a supposed simpler era ."

CHEESE

Back in time for a bit, Carson came up with the book Silent Spring.

Rachel Carson was only 56 when she died of cancer two years after Silent Spring was first published in 1962. She had spent 15 years with the Fish and Wildlife Service before she published her first book The Sea Around Us in 1951. It is an enchanting book that informs and appeals to the popular audience. It stayed on the bestseller lists for 86 weeks and won Miss Carson fame and fortune as nature's spokeswoman. She had been trained as a marine biologist and never married ("I didn't have time."). Miss Carson left the Fish and Wildlife Service in the early 50s and wrote another book The Edge of the Sea. Her reputation was enhanced and her respected place in nature literature assured.

Silent Spring went on to become a bestseller and was translated in 40 languages. It was one of the first books to change public perception of nature and bring awareness to the problem of pesticides in the environment.

Rachel Carson left the Fish and Wildlife Service in the early 50s and wrote another book. The Edge of the Sea. Her reputation was enhanced and her respected place in nature literature assured.

Newly published in 1962, Silent Spring was a call to action against the misuse of chemical pesticides, which had been used to control insects and pests. The book highlighted the dangers of these chemicals, including their impact on wildlife and the environment.

Rachel Carson's work was instrumental in raising public awareness about the harmful effects of chemical pesticides and the need for more responsible agricultural practices.

Despite resistance from some environmental groups and the chemical industry, Silent Spring helped to establish the field of environmental science and led to the passage of the 1970s Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act.

Rachel Carson's legacy continues to inspire environmental activists and scientists to this day.
FACT #1: ARMY ROTC MAKES ANY COLLEGE DEGREE WORTH MORE.

Why? Because Army ROTC is a course that adds a valuable dimension to your college education. A dimension of leadership and management training.

Training that helps you develop poise, stamina, and self-confidence. Three things you can't get from textbooks.

Training that also enables you to graduate with both an Army officer's commission and a college degree in your chosen major.

And when we say ROTC can help your career, we mean it. In the military. And out.

In the active Army, over 70% of the second lieutenants commissioned are ROTC graduates.

And in civilian life, your ROTC background will help you gain a lot of ground in today's competitive job market. Because it tells a potential employer you've got more to offer than just potential. You've got experience.

As a leader. As a decision-maker. As a doer. Few recent college grads can offer this kind of experience. And few college courses provide this kind of unique training.

FACT #2: Taking Army ROTC won't interfere with your other studies. You'll attend ROTC classes only a few hours each week, along with the subjects in your major.

FACT #3: Not all of your ROTC training takes place in the classroom. Some of it takes place in the field, too. It's called adventure training. And you could find yourself doing any one of a number of adventurous activities. Like rappelling a cliff. Or shooting the rapids. Or finding your way out of a forest with nothing but a map and compass to guide you.

FACT #4: There's no military commitment whatsoever during your first two years of ROTC (Basic Course). Why? So you'll have the chance to look us over. And vice versa.

FACT #5: The Advanced Course, usually taken your last two years of college, is when you agree to serve as a 2nd Lieutenant in today's Army (including the Army Reserve and National Guard). If you decide to go on active duty, your commitment is only three years, unless you win an ROTC scholarship; then, it's four years. You'll also receive financial assistance—$100 a month, up to $1,000 a year—in the Advanced Course.

And now you can earn even more. Now you can also serve in the Army Reserve or Army National Guard while you're enrolled in ROTC. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). If you qualify, you'll serve as an officer trainee in a selected Reserve component, and earn $70 or more a month, to start. Add the $100 a month you'll receive in the Advanced Course, and you could end up with over $170 a month for yourself.

FACT #6: It takes more than brains or brawn to win an Army ROTC scholarship. Sure, your SAT or ACT score carries a lot of weight. And there are certain physical requirements. But Army ROTC looks for other qualities, too. Leadership qualities. So if you're involved in varsity sports, or your student government, or even if you're holding down a part-time job after school, ROTC will award you points for it toward winning a scholarship.

FACT #7: Army ROTC gives you two opportunities to win a four-year scholarship. Here's how it works: if you apply before August 15th, you may win one of the early scholarships available. If you miss the deadline, or if you don't win, your application will be automatically reviewed in a later cycle. And you may win one of the additional scholarships available then. Several hundred scholarships are awarded each year. Deadline for all four-year applications is December 1st. Army ROTC also has hundreds of three- and two-year scholarships available, too. So if you don't start college on one of our scholarships, you may still be able to finish on one.

FACT #8: Now, when you graduate from ROTC, you can opt to serve at home with an Army Reserve or Army National Guard unit part-time. It's called the Reserve Forces Option. Take advantage of it, and you can put your ROTC training to work in your civilian career right away. And to add to your civilian pay, you'll earn over $1,600 a year, for serving usually 16 hours a month and two weeks a year as a 2nd Lieutenant.

FACT #9: Taking Army ROTC isn't a snap. But practically all those who have completed the program, from corporate presidents to national leaders, agree on one thing: their ROTC training made their college education more valuable. And ROTC will do the same for you. That's a fact!

For more information, contact: Major Al Shaulis or Major Jim Reilly, 204 Student Services Bldg., 346-3821

ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
by Phil Janus

If you went home for the weekend, attended an early happy hour, or were otherwise de­たined from going to Georce Field Saturday night, what you missed was one of those, (bor­rowed the term from Alcoa) "fantastic finishes."

Trailing the Platteville Pio­neers 17-1 with just 1:44 left in the game, the Pointer offense trotted onto the field with 71 yards between them and the goal line. After two incomplete passes Geissler got the Pointers moving with a 15 yard comple­tion to split end Jim Lindholm, (6-1, 190) for the first down at the Pointer 44. Geissler again went to his junior split end on the very next play, this time putting the Pointers in Platte­ville territory at the 43, good enough for another first down. Three plays later, Geissler found his big tight end, Guy Otte (6'4, 250) for eight yards and again giving them a first down, this time just inside the 30 yard line. With the clock winding down Geissler completed two

an onrushing lineman and fired the ball to Otte at the three yard line giving them a first and goal with just :04 left to play, and Geissler immediately called his final timeout. On the game's fi­nal play Geissler took the snap from center and rolled to his right where he again found his favorite target, Guy Otte, in the corner of the end zone for the winning score.

The win gave the Pointers a 2-1 record and put them atop the WSUC at 1-0 along with UW­Whitewater, UW-River Falls, and UW-Oshkosh who all won league openers on Saturday.

The 71-yard drive that gave the Pointers the 13-10 win was exactly what a minute 20 second drive is supposed to be. It was quick, efficient and made up of all, effec­tive 1:44 Geissler, with the help of two timeouts, was able to move the Pointers 11 of which were during the march.

Geissler completed seven of 11 passes for 66 yards, and also ran for five on a quarterback draw. What makes up the time even more impressive is that the coaches work on that during the week, and those are set plays.

LeRoy said it was a combined decision.

"During the timeout, Dave, myself and Coach Soderberg (Don, the Offensive Coordina­tor with the Pointers) were all comfortable with. We sent five receivers in the pattern and Dave rolled out so bad the option to run. Dave has to read the play and pick the right re­ceivers up and he made the right decision."

The final drive wasn't the only bright spot for the Pointers as last week's second in a row they established two facets of the game that were nonexistent last year, in a run­ning game to balance the offense with a drive that had LeRoy say it was a "very strong defense."

Last year the running game averaged only 7 yards per game, less than 25% of the total offense. Last night they fell one yard short of tripling that average as they ran for 17 yards in 43 attempts.

Junior fullback Mike Rutemuer led the way as he rambled for 111 yards, 63 of which came in the first quarter. Mike Christmas added 80 yards of his own on just 13 carries averaging 6.4 yards per carry.

After giving up 190 yards in the first half, (116 rushing and 74 passing) the Pointer defense came to life allowing just 51 more yards more, the remainder of the contest. The stingy group allowed Platteville only two first

downs the entire second half. The 321 total yards given up by the Pointer defense were cut by some 370 yards per game they allowed one year ago. Although the numbers undoubt­edly pleased LeRoy and his staff he said he seemed to be concerned with them.

"In the past we've tried to limit people to so many yards, but this year we try to eliminate our team from gaining three straight first down on us. When you do that you force a team to gain any rhythm offensively."

Platteville gained three first downs in a row only once, that coming in the first quarter.

The Pointers will remain undefeated in the WSUC for at least one more week as this Sat­urday they host nonconference foe, University of Dubuque (1-1) at 1:30. Dubuque comes to Georce Field with a 1-0 record.

Hoel gets second straight win

by Alan Lemke

"Freshman Kris Hoel made it two victories in two weeks as she led the UWSP women's cross-country team to a second place finish Saturday's Pointer Invitational. UW-Oshkosh won the meet while teams from UW-Milwaukee, Northern Michigan, and UW-Green Bay finished behind the Pointers.

The top runners from Point, besides Hoel, were Beth Gens­feld in seventh, Cathy Aulolo in eighth, Shelia Schaefer in 18th, and Andrea Beresin in 12th.

Coach Len Hill said he was proud of the way the Pointers ran but that Oshkosh ran a very good race. "They did exactly what we thought they would do. We wanted to break up their team in the 1.2 mile, the 4th, 5th, and 6th slots, but we just couldn't quite get in there. When we were going we had to break their fifth runner a little and sneak a few people in be­cause of our fifth runner. That did an excellent job."

Hill also said he was very happy with Hoel's showing. "Kris ran well; she had some people behind her but that was right with her all the way through."

She hung in there and that's kind of nice to see, especially in a freshman." With Hoel winning two races and finishing second in the other Hill said she may be the type of runner who will be able to be on the team. "It would be nice to have an improvement, but we've got to take the pressure off, but we'll just have to see what happens as the season goes on. There may be some meets that we'll have to rest her. She is moving up in distance and mov­ing to the college ranks so I just hope the pressure doesn't get to her."

After two weeks of having her squad run individually Hill was somewhat disappointed with their first attempt at running as a team. "I wanted them to go out as a pack. I figured Oshkosh was going to let Kris go but lets get that pack in behind her so I tried to get my team to go out as a pack but it didn't seem to work out that way. They broke up fairly early but they went out in pairs which I thought was good, they had at least one other person there to run with them and help each other out. They kind of packed it back together near the end of the race but Oshkosh's pack was already ahead of ours."

Hill went on to say that he feels the reason Oshkosh ran as tough as they did is because they saw what Point could do against UW-Oshkosh last week.

"I talked to their coach before the race and she said that she knew that kids were ready to run. She said she could feel it in the van the way all over that her ladies were ready to come out and do battle."

Now that the Pointers have run three meets Hill believes he now knows how his regular runners will be. "I feel my field is pretty well set," said Hill. He noted that Jan Murray, who is hurt at this time, will probably be his seventh runner when she comes back but the one through six girls are pretty much filled.

Reflecting on his team's weak­nesses Hill sees his major prob­lem as not having anyone besides Hoel who can go out from the pack and get into the running behind. "We've got to break up those runners a little," said Hill.

The lady Pointers will travel to River Falls Saturday for the River Falls Invitational.
Racquets are silenced as lady netters lose two

Mark Berry

The lack of singles victories was the reason for two losses at home by the UW-Stevens Point women’s tennis team this past week. Friday, the Lady netters lost to conference and state pow-

er UW-Oshkosh 7-2. In a meet on Monday they were edged by UW-Oshkosh 5-4.

The Lady Pointers lost six straight-set matches against UW-Eau Claire, the only bright spot for UWSP came in doubles play where the No. 2 team of Lisa Brunner and Jodie Loomans and the No. 3 duo of Robin Hasely and Kolleen Onsrud were victorious. The Brunner-Loomans entry won 7-6, 6-4 while Hasely and Onsrud extended their match to three sets before winning 3-6, 7-5, 6-2.

UWSP coach David Naas was impressed by the Eau Claire singles lineup and also with the doubles play of the Pointers.

"Eau Claire showed a very strong singles lineup. They total-

ly dominated our players in the one-on-one competition."

Naas cited each of his doubles players’ efforts. "Lisa Brunner and Jodie Loomans both came off injuries and played very well in winning their match at No. 2. Our No. 1 team of Wendy Patch and Dolores Much were barely beaten out of their match and they had never played together before. The No. 3 unit of Robin Hasely and newcomer Kolleen Onsrud did an outstanding job in coming from behind to win their match in three sets."

Monday’s loss 5-4 to UW-

Oshkosh was also the result of the lack of singles victories. The Pointers, by virtue of No. 1 doubles, were the only pair who won Friday, won two of the three doubles matches played. The singles lineup could only equal that number.

The Pointers did an impressive job of putting two of their singles players, No. 1 team of Lisa Brunner and Jodie Loomans who knocked off the powerful sister combo of Ruth and Beth Kemerling in three sets. That is our sweetest indi-

vidual victory this season."

The Lady Pointers, now 1-3 in dual meets, take to the road for four meets this weekend. Friday they play at Mar-

quette University, Saturday against Carroll and Carri-

lage, Sunday and at UW-Parkside.

UW-Eau Claire 7 UWSP 2 SINGLES

No. 1 Jean Pedersen (EC) defeated Robbi Haseley 6-2, 6-2

No. 2 Pam Brunner (EC) de-

feated Wendy Patch 8-4, 6-1

No. 3 Carol Bowman (EC) de-

feated Dolores Much 6-4, 6-3

No. 4 Ann Griffin (EC) de-

feated Lori O’Neill 6-4, 6-4

No. 5 Mary Jo Lamanski (EC) defeated Susie McEaglin 6-1, 6-1

No. 6 Jan Setz (EC) defeated Kolleen Onsrud 6-3, 6-2

DOUBLES

No. 1 J. Pedersen-Sue Duffy (EC) defeated Patch-Much 8-4, 6-4

No. 2 Lisa Brunner-Jodie Loo-

mans (SP) defeated Griffin-

Christenson 7-4, 6-4

No. 3 Hasley-Onsrud (SP) de-

feated Connie Pedersen-Lasz-

wski 6-4, 7-6, 6-2

US-Oshkosh 5 UWSP 4 SINGLES

No. 1 Ruth Ostenso (O) de-

feated Robbi Haseley 6-1, 7-4

No. 2 Carol Bowman (O) de-

feated Dolores Much 6-4 (Retired)

No. 3 Beth Ostenso (O) de-

feated Patch-6-1, 4-6

No. 4 Lori O’Neill (SP) de-

feated Zita Wends 6-4, 6-4

No. 5 Shelly Weitz (O) de-

feated McEaglin-6-3, 6-1

No. 6 Kolleen Onsrud (SP) de-

feated Sue Novak 7-5, 6-2

DOUBLES

No. 1 Jodie Loomans-Lisa Brunner (SP) defeated R. Osten-

so-5, 6-1, 6-1

No. 2 Bowman-Weitz (O) de-

feated Patch-O’Neill 6-4, 6-4

No. 3 Hasley-Onsrud (SP) de-

feated Wends-Novak 7-4, 6-2

Robin Hasely serves in her 6-1, 7-6 loss to Ruth Ostenso.

Stickers win 3 of 4

by Phil James

One week ago the Lady stick-

ers beat UW-Platteville, one of the weaker teams in the WRIAC, 3-1 and Coach Nancy Page appeared skeptical about how good her team might be. Well this weekend the Pointers helped erase that skepticism by winning three of four games and raising their conference record to 6-1.

The Pointers opened play at the Benidji Invite piping Car-

leton College of Minnesota 4-3. Regulation play ended in a 3-3

tie, but the Pointers were ahead 4-1 on penalty corner shots and therefore earned the deciding point.

The other Pointer victories came with two shootouts of state

rivals. Against UW-River Falls, Sheila Downing scored two goals in leading the Pointers to a 3-0 win. First year goalie Stephanie York got the second shootout when Point played the Indians of UW-LaCrosse. The Pointers could only muster up one goal against the very physical In-

dians, that coming when Kristen Keilston scored with a mere game’s only score 10 minutes into the 2nd period.

"The Lady stickers only loss of the weekend came at the hands of host Benidji College, last year’s WRIAC champ, 3-1. Although the Pointers domi-

nated statistically, outshooting Benjamin 29-12, their only score came from Kemerling with just 15:15 left to play.

The one loss spoiled a perfect weekend for Page and her stick-

ers, but she was still happy to

Leavemidji with a 4-1 record. "I’m pleased with the week-

end,” she said. “You can just see the progress we’ve made this year. Some of our young-

sters came around. We played four tough games in two days, and I’m pleased with the way things went."

The one recurring problem the Pointers seem to be having is in not converting goals. Page, how-

ever, didn’t see that as a big prob-

lem.

"I hope our goal scoring will come around. I know the score is in the final thing but against Be-

midji we dominated. We were

knocking on the door the whole game and we missed some goals just by inches. It’s still early in the season though. Sometimes our forwards aren’t looking at the goal before they shoot, but I don’t think it’s a real problem."

Senior Sheila Downing was named offensive player of the week by scoring two goals and coming up with two assists. Gaining the defensive award was Stevens Point native Dee Christopherson. The homegrown product led a defensive charge that brought praise from Coach Page.

"I’m especially pleased with the way the defense is coming around. The new people in the defense are being a little more aggressive and their starting to work together."

The Pointers try to improve their conference record Friday as they tackle the Pioneers of Platteville in a 4 p.m. game at Coleman field.

Golfers sixth in EC Invite

After a strong first day showing the team has it in third place behind the UW-Stevens Point golf team faled during the second day of the 3-day event by 32 strokes. It clinched a
tional and placed sixth.

UW-Oshkosh won the 14-team meet with a score of 790 to beat out the UW-Eau Claire Blue

Aug round leaders with a score of 423 in windy conditions dropping the team to sixth.

Kurt Rehbolt, a freshman from Greendale, paced the Pointers as he placed 18th place with a score of 180 which came on rounds of 77 and 88. Rounding out the team were: Bob Sieh, 184; Dean Wehrmeier and Bob Sieh, 185; Jim Brittel, 188; and Dave Lang, 178.

Sieh, a sophomore from Plymouth, was among the open-

ing Aug round leaders with a first day score of 78. He finished the tournament with a final score of 79 significantly dropped his score.

Cont. p. 25
**Pointer harriers run to invite championship**

By Alan Lemke

The Pointers kept the first place trophy at home by winning the 12th annual Pointer Invitational Saturday at the Stevens Point Country Club. The cornerstone of this victory was Chris Celichowski's first place finish with a time of 25:42.

The other top runners for Point were Arnie Schrader in fourth place, Don Reinhart in fifth place, Kevin Seay in 11th place and Jim Kowalczyk in 17th place. The Pointers won the meet with 38 points beating second place Michigan Tech by almost 30 points. The other teams to compete in the race were UW-Shoot, UW-Oshkosh, Northern Michigan University, UW-Green Bay, Point's freshman team, and a group of Point's tracksters known as the Purple Warhead Track Club.

Men's coach Rick Witt said he was very pleased with his team's showing. He noted that it seemed to be a good team effort.

"We wanted to try to get a group that would go out and run together as we could. We had four guys that did that pretty well, and to be realistic those four are probably the ones that are ready to go out and run together."

Witt pointed out that having last weekend off helped his team a great deal. "Really you couldn't call it a rest because they worked hard, it was just a matter that they didn't have to race. The only rest they got was the mental part of not having to get yourself psyched up for a race. I think it was an advantage for us not to have to run."

The Pointers did regain the services of two of their top runners who had been out because of injuries. Both Fred Hohensee and Jim Kowalczyk ran their first race in quite some time Saturday. Witt was happy with Kowalczyk's finish after coming back from battling a virus. "He ran alright. Jim had been sick a little earlier in the year and we kind of laid him back. He still hasn't been 100% as far as his training is concerned, but I think he's made a good improvement. He's in there now in that fifth spot where we knew he had to fall in. He's making progress and that's what we want to do is just get better each week."

As for Hohensee, he finished in 47th, two minutes off the pace. This is the first race he has run since injuring his foot a few weeks ago. Witt said he was not very concerned with the way Fred ran. "I've watched Fred run enough that I don't worry a whole lot about what happens to him early in the season. Fred's a big meet runner, and although he didn't run very good today, at least he got a race in. He'll get better every week, so I'm not worried about Fred at all right now."

Although the course was still wet from Friday's rain, the weather treated the racers quite nicely. It was sunny but cool for both of the races. Witt pointed out under these conditions the course is a good one to run on. "I think it's a good course. There's a lot of turns on it which tends to slow you down a little, but there's also a lot of downhills that tend to give you some good speed, and some good time."

The Pointers will head to the River Falls Invitational next week for another conference meet. The top nine finishers from this week along with three others who Witt feels are ready to run will make the trip.

**Buck fever strikes!**

By Alan Lemke

Before I begin to relate the events of my opening weekend of bow season, I feel it only right to define a few terms first.

Bows: n, a flexible strip of wood stretched by a string and used to propel arrows.

Arrows: n, a straight, slender, generally pointed missile equipment made of feathers made to be shot from a bow.

Bowhunting: n, the feeling a bowhunter experiences after a day of bowhunting.

Hunting expeditions are pretty much for basic information but the final term will play a part in the tale.

Last Saturday started out much the same way opening day of bow season has started for me the last five years. I dragged myself out of bed at 5 a.m. and donned my ceremonial camo-flage attire, complete with war paint I might add. After several exercises aimed at clearing my bloodshot eyes, I was finally on my way to the woods of northern Wisconsin.

Now those of you who have never stumbled through a forest when it is still dark have a great experience still ahead of you. By the time I reached my tree stand my feet were thoroughly soaked and I had been slapped in the face by brush about 30 times. Sounds like fun, right?

Once in my tree my mind began to wander. I thought of my brother back home who would spend this evening hunting instead of deer hunting this morning. My heart went out to him when I realized he was missing all the fun I was now engaged in. I also remembered the day he asked me to go with him. I actually considered this idea until I thought of the consequences. The idea of hunting something that could climb a tree, especially the tree I was in, faster than me did not appeal to me a whole lot. So I opted for pursuing the wiley whitetail.

As the sky began to lighten, my senses took over. I listened and smelled for any deer that might come my way. The reason I had to rely on my nose was that my eyes were still not at 100 percent from the night before. Shortly after daylight, I heard brush snapping off in the distance. My heart began to race as I anticipated what was Cont. p. 26

Chris Celichowski displays his winning form.

**Support your favorite Pointer team!**

**FOR THOSE WHO CAN ONLY STOMACH THE BEST...**

TOGO'S IS THE PLACE FOR YOU
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Dawn Hey leads spikers at Milwaukee Invite

By Phil Janus

The UW-Stevens Point volleyball team may have etched its name in as conference favorite playing a conference opponent.

Dawn Hey leads spikers at past weekend without even performing or just sensed hair dresser Show.

For free hair cut, styling or perm as part of Paul Mitchell systems Fall Hair Show.

Report to Paul Mitchell Systems, located in the lobby of the Holiday Inn on Friday, Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m.

FREE FREE FREE Hair cut, styling or perm

LADIES NEEDED

For free hair cut, perming or just hair styling. No fee. No charge. FREE by licensed hair dresser as part of Paul Mitchell systems Fall Hair Show.

The Lighthouse Supper Club Specializing In A Wide Variety Of Seafood • STEAKS • BBQ RIBS • COCKTAILS CUM BY LAND OR WATER PARK ON DOOR CALL 344-5094 3 Miles West On Highway 10 775 Highway 10 West

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY PITCHERS ONLY $1.75 (7-12 P.M.)

MEXICAN FIESTA – Wednesday Nights

Authentic Mexican Appetizers, Soups and Salads.

Chimichangas, Enchiladas, Tacos

MARGARITAS $1.00

Mexican Specialty Drinks, Sangria

Reg. Menu Also Available

March of Dimes

BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

SAVES BABIES

Hunting, cont.

headed my way. As I tried to knock an arrow I was overcome with a bad case of the shakes (another after-effect of the night before). The first arrow slipped from my hands and fell to the ground. I was a bit more successful with my second attempt, and all I had to do now was wait. As the crunching noise got closer, I saw a nice spike buck step into a clearing about 40 yards away. He obviously knew who he was up against. Without hesitation he made his way to within 15 yards of my stand. It was easy to see this deer was trying his best to humiliate me. I tried to steady every nerve in my body as I pulled back on my bow.

Now trying to pick out a bluer bow sight when your eyes still see dozens of other spots is not an easy task. I tried to pick out what I thought was the front sight and placed it on the buck's front shoulder and fired. Guess what? That's right, not even close to hitting him. He took two big hops and slid off into the brush. I could still hear him out there but I couldn't see him any more.

This would have been humiliation enough, but it was not over. Wildlife experts will simply say I was hearing things, but other hunters will verify my story. As I looked around in disgust I heard a strange noise coming from where I had last seen the deer. This deer was out there laughing at me like he had just listened to a Bob Hope monologue. Well this was too much to take. I climbed out of my tree and headed home.

When I got home I figured I had done enough bowhunting for a while. You would be greatly surprised though at what a beautiful wall decoration a compound made. I have also found out that an arrow with a nice sharp broadhead does a wonderful job at roasting hom­ dogs over an open fire.

It is quite possible that some­ day, when the humiliation wears off, I will try my hand at bow­ hunting again. But this time I think I'll go after something smaller. Do you suppose rabbits laugh?
THE BEST DAYS OF OUR LIVES?

By Great

When we had left our happy group, Tod "The Plague" and Bitsy had an announcement to make.

"Guess what, kids," said Tod, "we just decided to become engaged!"

See Ellen and Jon nearly died of shock. They both knew that Tod and Bitsy had been away from each other too long to make a decision like that in a few hours. Even if something did happen that night, it was too early to tell if they had to get married or not.

"We don't plan on getting married right away," explained Bitsy. "We thought we'd just make the commitment of our true love. We decided that we want to spend the rest of our lives together."

It was back to airhead again. Sue Ellen also knew that Bitsy had already picked out a wedding dress and knew how many attendants she wanted. "After all, who else owns a complete library of "Modern Bride"?" Sue Ellen also knew that planning for Bitsy's wedding would take about 10 people at least a decade to do. She knew that Bitsy's wedding would make Chuck and Di's look like a quicky by a Justice of the Peace.

There was one thing, however, well actually two things, that the four of them were forgetting. What about Skip and that scary beast, Scratch? Skip and Scratch. Sounds like a bad record, doesn't it? Sue Ellen thought of it first.

"But Bitsy, I thought you and Skip were..."

"Oh, Skip is so immature. Tod helped me realize that."

"I'll bet he did. And Tod, it seems that a certain lady wearing electrical tape with a very unusual name almost pounded my door down this evening looking for you."

"Oh shit," said Tod.

"Who was it, Toddy?" asked Bitsy.

"No one.

"Come on Toddy, it was someone."

Tod refused to answer her. How could he tell her about Scratch? She'd never understand. She was too normal to accept someone like Scratch.

The next day after classes, the infamous "Skip" went to visit Bitsy. When he got there, however, he saw that Bitsy had taken down all her pictures of him. That and everything else she had in his was in a large cardboard box on the floor.

"Bitsy, why is all my stuff in a box?" he asked.

"Skip, sit down, we've got to talk."

"About what?"

"Remember Tod from high school?"

"You don't mean that nerd you used to date?"

"Oh, Skip, you are so very immature. Tod's a great guy, and we're emmmmm. She couldn't get that last word out. She didn't know how to tell Skip."

"What? You're what?"

"We're engaged, dammit! What of it?"

"You're engaged? When?"

"How? You haven't seen him in years!"

"Wrong. He's going to school here now."

"How? I thought he was in the Twin Cities."

"Reciprocity is a wonderful thing."

"So, when did you see him?"

"Last night, when you canceled our date, we went out for a drink and talked over old times. Once we started talking it was as if we were never apart. And after a while it became so obvious that we should be together so we became engaged."

"Oh my God! Where does that leave me?"

"I'm sorry, Skip. That's life."

"Yeah, I know. Life's a bitch, then you die."

POUND! POUND! POUND! POUND! POUND!

"Come in before you break the freaking door down!" yelled Skip.

"Where's Bitsy?" It was Scratch, actually wearing something more than a roll of electrical tape this time.

Somewhat frightened by Scratch's appearance, Bitsy said, "She's not here right now."

I'm Sue Ellen, her roommate."

"Bullshit. I met Sue Ellen last night. And you forgot you're wearing a monogrammed sweater."

"Oh, I guess I'm Bitsy then. What do you want?"

"My name is Scratch and I want the Plague!"

"It looks as though you already have it."

"Ha, ha. Too funny. I just talked to him and he told me all about you two. I just want to know what you gave him last night to make him drop me for you."

"Maybe he was tired of the handcuffs and whips routine. Or maybe he was afraid he'd catch something from you. Normally Bitsy was a passive person but not when talking to something wearing a Hefty Steel Sak."

"If you don't watch your tongue, you'll be shitting your polos for the next month!"

"Go home and have a romance with your garbage. Maybe you'll find you have something in common besides your wardrobe and the smell."

"What do you want?"

"I love you, dammit. Vegetable because that's what the Plague will be after you bore him into a coma!"

"His name is Tod! He's not answering to the Plague anymore."

"Oh my God! You've started to make him bored already."

"Just leave."

"I'll be glad to, but you haven't seen the last of Scratch."

"I didn't think I could be that fortunate."

Scratch left slamming the door. Skip was still in a state of shock from watching that scary thing and his ex-girlfriend have it out.

"Bitsy, the voice came over the intercom."

"Yes?" she asked.

"You've got a phone call on the wing."

"Thank you."

Bitty went to answer the phone and returned about 10 minutes later with a shocked look on her pale face.

"Bitsy, what's wrong?" asked Skip.

"Who was it?"

"What do you want?"

Was it Bitsy's mom telling her that her Great Aunt Flo died? Was it the Irish Sweepstakes informing her that she won two million dollars? Cont. p. 28

---

YOU'RE INVITED

Informational and Organizational Meeting

A meeting to discuss the upcoming Campus Awareness program and to discuss concerns, answer questions, and perhaps meet a new friend.

Date: October 1-Monday
Place: 125 A-B University Center
Time: 4:30-5:30 P.M.

If you know a visually impaired student, please inform them of this announcement.

---

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

1/2 PRICE SALE

SWEATERS, RELATED SEPARATES, & DRESSES
Buy one sweater, related separate, or street-length dress at current ticket price, and receive a second like item OF EQUAL VALUE OR LESS at 1/2 PRICE!

NOVELTY SWEAT SHIRTS
Original $25

$ 5 OFF

OXFORD SHIRTS
Original $13

2 FOR $ 18

CORDUROY PANTS
Original $27

$21.99

ENTIRE STOCK OF LEATHER JACKETS
Original $120 - $175

89.99

---

THE CLOSET
SELLERS OF PURE FASHION
1211 MAIN STREET • DOWNTOWN STEVENS POINT
AEROBIC PROGRAMS

The Lifestyle Assistants, working through Health Services, will offer a variety of aerobic programs in the fall term. They will include:

SEE DAILY FOR LOCATIONS

Exerobics
Exerobics are a combination of exercise and aerobics done in continuous movements and designed to give a complete body workout. Flexibility, strength, endurance and cardiovascular benefits are incorporated into this workout which is done in a lively atmosphere to upbeat music. Different levels of ability will allow everyone to move at his or her own pace and achieve maximum benefits. Anyone and everyone may attend! Classes will be divided into three segments: warm-up, peak workout, and warm-down.

Beginning Monday, September 24, classes will be held:
Monday through Thursday 6:30 a.m.-7:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
(faculty/staff only)

Wellness Runners
The Wellness Runners program is designed for anyone interested in maintaining or increasing his or her level of fitness. In addition, the participants are offered the opportunity to meet new people, make new friends, and support one another in achieving individual goals. From beginner to expert, everyone is welcome. Pre-planned routes with varying distances will be arranged. Don't miss the first meeting! Tuesday, October 2, 1:00 p.m., in Berg Gym.

Walking Program or Wellness Walkers
Don't want to run? Then Walk! This program is designed for those people who want to take a lighter approach to increasing their aerobic capacity. Weight reduction and control will also be discussed. Classes begin September 25 and will be held each Tuesday and Thursday, at 7:00 A.M., in Berg Gym.

Our Lives, cont.
Was it Tod calling off the engagement?
Was it Scratch threatening her life?
Find out next week in "The Best Days of Our Lives."

Task Force, cont.
are essential to make the retention program a success.
To achieve learning efficiency, the task force has recommended that academic support units be consolidated or restructured by creating a Writing and Learning Center. A director will be appointed to coordinate the selection, training and supervision of peer-faculty tutors. Furthermore, a coordinator will be appointed to head each discipline tutoring area: reading-study skills, writing, mathematics, science, subject tutoring, advance study.

To achieve the other goals which the task force see as contributing to student success, recommendations to consolidate and restructure existing programs have been put forth. While some of the programs will be implemented next semester, some will only be implemented next fall.

Members of the Retention Task Force, besides Mary Croft and Fred Hilpert, are: Dennis Elsennath (co-coordinator), Donna Garr, Nancy Kaufman, Don Showalter and Scott West.

More people have survived cancer than now live in the City of Los Angeles.
We are winning.

Please support the American Cancer Society®
This space contributed as a public service.
Jinx—UBS presents 'Jinx,' the Chrysalis major recording band. Original from Chicago, Jinx's appeal is predominant throughout the Midwest. Blending rock and dance sounds, Jinx is innovative and definitely "now!" Joe Aannola (keyboards), Terry Curtin (bass), Frank Barbalace (guitar-synthesizer), Mike Neff (drums) and singer Renee Varo make up the band which performs such original tunes as "Look at What a Look Will Do," "Video" and "Mr. Cairo." The performance begins at 9 p.m. in the Encore. Take in the show!

movies

Thursday and Friday, September 21 & 22
UBS-UFS Alfred Hitchcock Film Festival—Featuring such thrillers as "Roaring Window," "The Trouble with Harry," "Vertigo" and "North by Northwest," the shows start at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in the Program Banquet Room. Come start your weekend with the master of suspense.

LIVE

Saturday, September 22
Attention all you student treasure seekers! Grab your pencils and come to the University Student Treasure Student's Work shop in room 116 COP5. The fun begins at 9:00 a.m. and goes till 4:00 p.m. Art in the Park—Young area artists will be displaying their artistic abilities in Bukov Park from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Entertainment, children's activities, and clowns will be on hand for the young and old to come out and grab some culture.

Pointers Football—After a spectacular, last-minute victory over the Platteville Pioneers last Saturday, the Pointers take on the University of Dubuque, Iowa, at 1:30 in Goerke Field. Come and watch the action.

SPORTS

Friday, September 21
The Pointers field hockey team meets up with the Platteville Pioneers at 4 p.m. at Colman Field. Come cheer the women's team on!"NIGHT LIFE"

Tuesday and Wednesday, September 25 & 26
Janet and Brad from "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" return in the sequel "Shock Treatment." This time, the couple is trapped in a TV studio by an escaped and evil character. Will Janet and Brad's favorite color change? Will they overcome their cravings for toast? Will the annou ner get a neck? Report to the P.B.R. at 7 or 9:15 p.m. and find out.

CINEMASCOPE

Monday and Tuesday September 24 & 25
The Blues Brothers—"We are on a mission from God!"'Chicco Janis and John Belushi and Elwood (Dan Akroyd) are jamming in "Soul-o-Matic" in "Debut Dauphinee," Parlor at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. Come on all you "Soul Men"—Get down!

STUDENT CLASSIFIED

for rent

FOR RENT: Female needed to sublet single two-room apartment for semester and summer. One block from campus. $82.50 per month (includes all utilities) for spring, $90 for entire summer. Call 342-1726, ask for DeDe.

FOR RENT: upper flat 1/2 block from campus. New carpeting, new appliances, painted. Completely furnished. Single or doubles. Minutes or 6-12 months. $315-350, anyone.

FOR RENT: Two-bedroom apartment, great location. Must see. Call 342-2504 or 342-3904 immediately.

FOR RENT: Two-bedroom townhouse. Available with one-month lease, two story, 1 1/2 baths, appliances, washer/dryer, two blocks to campus. $75 per month. Call 1-315-7240, Real Estate Management.

FOR RENT: We need two non-smoking girls to sublet two single rooms for second semester. Only $40 and very close to campus. Good for students: we're going abroad! Call 342-1901.


FOR RENT: Is it true you can buy jags for $44 through the U.S. govern ment! Get the facts today! Call 3-315-943-4638.

FOR RENT: '82 Datsun pickup. H.D. suspension, long bed. 3,600 miles. $2,500 or make offer.

FOR RENT: Bicycle, racing wheels, campy hubs, six-speed, D.T. slick center, 10-speed, 5-speed mirror, and Ultra 7 free wheels. Asking $250 or make offer.

FOR RENT: 242-3611, 268-8585, 268-6596. Saxophone "2" Melody, Recorded. $150. 342-3431, hornets or evening.

FOR RENT: 1974 Honda "450." Nice cycle, lots of extras. $342-3431, afternoon or evening.

FOR SALE: RESEARCH Catalog of 15,000 topics. Soug S. E. Research, 240 W. 5th St., Dubuque, Iowa, 52001 2-325-3260.


FOR SALE: Lamps; Rammage Sales; Thursday & Friday, Sept. 15-16. Starting 10 a.m. 1506 Church St., 342-3299. Household items, clothing, relay, bedding, trees, bed frame. Much more.

FOR SALE: Refrigerator, stove, furred, dishes and plants. Ask for Deb. 342-0411 (local call), before 10 a.m.

FOR SALE: Scale equipment—small, medium, and large scale equipment. Contact: M. S. Call Bob at 342-1394.

wanted

WANTED: Country-rock band to record parodies of "Lucille" and/or environmental project. Minimal compensation, but possible fame. 454-5686.

WANTED: One non-smoking male or female to rent room, single. Very private. Very reasonable. Call Allan at anytime, 541-5418.

WANTED: One person to share cozy furnished two-bedroom mobile home. Four miles from campus, lovely woods in backyard. $90 a month plus electric.

employment


EMPLOYMENT: Travel: FREE! Travel! Earn high commissions and trip promotions winter and spring break ski and sun trips. Sun Chase Tours company runs, will pay for gas and free trip. Call (312) 873-2309 today! Or write: Sun & Ski Adventures, 225 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60611.

lost & found


ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENT: Riding lesson, horse boarding at Sunrise Farm. Call M-1-9756. Boy's and girls lessons, small and large. Actual work to be done Sunday. Sept. 25 at the Horses' Barn. Band members and women will be chosen Sat. at 10 a.m. by the director.

ANNOUNCEMENT: QUALITY ASSURANCE Office is now located on the third floor. Space is fast and efficient service. Call Gary at 342-2549 in the Department of Appliance, 342-1104.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Anthropology Club will meet Tues., Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. in Room D14. Plans for the year will be discussed. All interested students are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Resource Management Interns is a brand new UWS organization. We will have our first executive board meeting to determine this year's action plan. The meeting will be Fri., Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. in the UC Red Room. Interested? You are welcome to attend and participate. If you don't make it, don't worry. Call Dave at 342-5808.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Attention fearless Heine Buhl Saturday morning riders. Peter, Paul, Ted, Randy, Jim and Mark. We would like to hear your story and see our wonderful little cycle excursions. Next time's stop is at a few pretzels! Katie & Cheryl.

ANNOUNCEMENT: R.P. It's just not the same without you. R.T.

ANNOUNCEMENT: PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA! Members, and anyone interested in joining, comes to be meeting on Tues., Sept. 22, at 4:30 in the Library. We organize account teams and get good entertainment. Call Larry 1-342-1485 to make it! Contact Larry Kakacker, X-112, for more information.

ANNOUNCEMENT: GET IN TOUCH! We would love to have you join us here at UBS. Come and meet the new officers and plan for the year. Meetings Thurs-
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PERSONALS

The Pointer cautious its readers against advertising parties in the Classified section. According to state statistics, any party where admission is charged is punishable by a fine—$100 and 90 days in jail. Such advertisements could result in prosecution. Please use your judgment.

PERSONAL: University Activities Board—We make it happen.

PERSONAL: Kelly: Let’s go hiking this week. You can bring Kite if he still has it, please. And 80 days in jail! Such advertisements could result in prosecution. Please use your judgment.

PERSONAL:To the ladies on Sec. 13, please be aware of your problem. Love your biggest sister.

PERSONAL: To the ladies on Sec. 13, please be aware of your problem. Love your biggest sister.

PERSONAL: Personal: Hey Baby Dave: Try see if she’ll help me out. Please be aware of your problem. Love your biggest sister.

PERSONAL: Hey Baby Dave: Try see if she’ll help me out. Please be aware of your problem. Love your biggest sister.

PERSONAL: Dear John: No, this is not a farewell message, but a thank you for your friendship. I’ll miss you. I’m still not going in those woods.

PERSONAL: Dear Claire: Thanks for dining out with me at FON­ DACE. It was great! Where is heart Rocky?” Let me know. DIM.

PERSONAL: J.C. Help me out of sight for us this weekend. But don’t you, V.T. is the alternative (or is it alternate?) beverage Saturday night.

PERSONAL: M.G. Thanks for taking so-called initiative. We’re still keeping an eye out for extremely single Saturday night.

PERSONAL: Dave, remember Grandpa’s stuff, and two beautiful rainy nights! Or the place where deer hardly go. Stumbles with a C. rhymes with table? Thanks for all the wonderful things we have had, I hope for many more. Love, Your Single Girlfriend.

PERSONAL: Need oxygen? How ‘bout a plant? Nelson Hall is holding its annual Plant Sale, Sept. 24-27 from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

PERSONAL: Happy Birthday, Sweet Inspiration, from your favorite freshman. Being a "senior genius" isn’t easy, but the best is yet to come! Believe me.

PERSONAL: Jeff: Thanks for being understanding about the car. I have some glue—do you want me to stick the rust back on me?

PERSONAL: To My Smiling Lorm: Only a few more days till the last day of the semester. May still be feeling of love to me. I hope it is.

PERSONAL: Rob (the guy with all the black clothes): I need a sleep-over and rest your hand anytime! The future is now.

PERSONAL: Rain: I miss you. Don’t talk too much about the sport and the feeling that it gives me is one I don’t like to feel. There is only one answer to this problem and in our hearts we both know what it is. Love me.

PERSONAL: Ladies of 1409 Brigg: Remember Tus. Is the day you take over and all the clubs will meet Tus. A light day or all the pots for a football game. We know your phone works well, but we might be in need of your help from time to time. We don’t get even one up.

PERSONAL: Mom and Dad: I’m not a horse! If you don’t like the office, thought of you at support! I’m not going to the same old place next time I’m home.

Love ya! Bird.
GRUSZYNSKI, cont.

ing that percentage is politically "unrealistic." He said Wiscon-
in's progressive tradition de-
mands that an education be
affordable to all students, re-
gardless of income.

Without student loan pro-
grams, grants and aid I proba-
bly would have been an example of a student denied higher edu-
cation because I couldn't afford it," Gruszynski said. "I think
that the same right and privi-
gle should be extended to to-
day's young people if they want
to pursue a higher education."

If Congress fails to reverse
tying federal highway aid to a
21-year-old drinking age in
states receiving federal highway
aid, Gruszynski said the Legis-
'ature would have to agree to the
measure or risk losing federal
highway funds. He stressed,
however, that he considered the
law unfair because it prohibited
young adults from drinking but
expected them to assume the
responsibilities of adulthood.

"That's an inconsistency that
I find very hard to accept," he
noted Gruszynski, especially
since evidence suggests 18-21-
year-old drivers may be safer
drivers than those in other age
groups. He believes increasing
penalties for drunk driving to
provide "disincentives" would be
a better solution.

Gruszynski encouraged stu-
dents to contact him with their
concerns and said he would
make himself available to them
while in office. He concluded
that students and other consti-
tuents should expect him to be a
leader in the Legislature.

"I feel that when you're in the
Legislature you're looking to by
people for leadership and that
means taking stands on issues
and not simply waiting for other
people to do it all." If past experi-
ence is any indication,
Gruszynski won't be
afraid to stand up for the tough
issues. Much of the politics
that's been in his blood for years
has become lodged in his heart,
and that can go a long way when
you're a politician.

Renter's Rights, cont.

wouldn't be a bad idea to invest
in some renter's insurance
which is generally pretty in-
expensive.

PERSONAL:

Dr. Behm and Picco-
nato: Sorry you don't get your pa-
pers on the same day every week. But
at least you got this personalized
note. How does it feel to have your
name published? Signed Stu Delbo-
late after all these years (and no
prospectus either!).

To Megan Renee:
Welcome to the family. Love, your
new uncle!

CONGRATULATIONS

Hawaiian-Born Rider. Better late
than never huh? Wish mother, new
baby and parents good times. See you
soon. Love your Literary, Hawaiian-
Born Brother.

To Matt: Missing you.

Happy Birthday. You've endured a lot
and I'll always admire and respect that
courage. Have a pleasant day
and remember, I love you. Your son,
P.S.

Congratulations Naia, for the
third time.

CONGRATULATIONS

Athletic Entertainers: One hell of a
super job Saturday against the Frier-
neers. You too Wild Dog and QT.
Let's do it again Saturday, Sept. 22,
against the Univ. of Denver. I'll be
at Goucher Field. Remember to wear
your Dog Tags. Signed, Tap Dog.

Whoever borrowed an
Illinois license plate "Gypsy":
from parking lot C, could you please
return it in Burroughs Hall desk. No
questions asked. I can't afford $80 for
a replacement. Thanks much. The
owner.

To the hunter, "The
woods are lovely, dark and deep
and we want our rump! You have
two of the finest game waiting for
your lovely gun! Make sure you have
a lot of ammunition! You'll need it!
It's guaranteed to be a hunting trip
you'll never forget. Playfully, Bambi
and the Fox.

PRINCESS: Prince—You're just jealous because my parents love
too more than your parents love you. Precious.

VOLUNTEERS

MAKE IT WORK HELP SAVE BABIES

Drinking and Driving

CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.

"Are you OK to drive?"
"What's a few beers?"

"Did you have too much to drink?"
"I'm perfectly fine."

"Are you in any shape to drive?"
"I've never felt better."

"You've had too much to drink,
let me drive."

"Nobody drives my car but me."

"Are you OK to drive?"
"Who's a few beers?"

DRINKING AND DRIVING
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U.S. Department of Transportation

Ad Council
The University Centers

The Park Place
University Center
7:30am-1:30pm - Mon. thru Fri.
Closed on Weekends

Corner Market
University Center
7:30am-10:30pm - Mon. thru Thurs.
7:30am-7:00pm - Friday
9:00am-6:00pm - Saturday
10:00am-9:00pm - Sunday

The Wooden Spoon
University Center
Lunch: 11:00am-1:00pm - Mon. thru Fri.
Dinner: 4:30pm-6:00pm - Mon. thru Thurs.
Closed Friday evening and weekends

Fremont Terrace
University Center
11:30am-1:30pm - Mon. thru Fri.
Closed on weekends

Piccadeli
University Center
10:30am-2:30pm - Mon. thru Fri.
11:00am-2:30pm - weekends
Create your own sandwich

The Subway
Lower Allen Center
4:30pm-11:00pm - Mon. thru Thurs.
4:30pm-10:00pm - Friday
6:30pm-10:00pm - Saturday
6:30pm-11:00pm - Sunday

Jeremiah's
University Center
11:00am-1:00pm - Mon. thru Fri.
4:30pm-11:30pm - 7 days a week
UWSP's finest eating establishment

Debot Pizza Parlor
Lower Debot Center
5:30pm-10:30pm - 7 days a week
Right in your back door

5+100
The 5 plus 100 club, located next to the Wooden Spoon
11:15am-12:30pm Monday through Friday

Have you missed us?

The Park Place
Any beverage w/bacon cheeseburger and the fries are free
expires 9/28/84

Piccadeli
25% discount on any purchase of $3.00 or more
expires 9/28/84

Fremont Terrace
A mountain of dining pleasure-Chef Salad w/any free beverage-$2.99
expires 9/28/84

The Subway
Any sub purchased will also get you any medium beverage free
expires 9/28/84

Corner Market
For the late bookworm-Any beverage purchased will get you the pastry of the day free
expires 9/28/84

The Wooden Spoon
Dinner Only...Build your own large salad platter and receive a free beverage
expires 9/28/84

Jeremiah's
Lunch Special Only...Buy a personal pizza and receive a free beverage $2.50
expires 9/28/84

Debot Pizza Parlor
Purchase any large pizza-A pitcher of favorite beverage free
expires 9/28/84

No coupon needed for purchase.